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0. Introduction 
0.0. Baldwin's  question 
In this paper certain results from finitary logic about the number and the 
properties of countable models of an to~-categorieal theory are extended to 
infinitary logic. Let T be a countable finitary theory that is to~-categorical. Morley 
[14] showed that T has at most countably many countable models and that any 
two countable models of T are comparable in the sense of elementary embedding. 
Marsh [13] proved that T has a finite inessential expansion T* such that T* has 
either one or countably many countable models. He also showed that if a 
countable model of T has a saturated elementary submodel, then that model is 
saturated. Later+ Baldwin and Lachlan [1] used a clever compactness argument to 
prove that if two countable models of T* are not isomorphic, then their reducts to 
the language of T are not isomorphic. Thus T has either 1 or to countable models. 
The proof also showed that each of these models is homogeneous. 
Why arc these theorems interesting? Aside from answering the immediate 
question, the techniques developed for their proofs have given rise to important 
new theorems. For example, Lachlan has shown in [8] that a superstable theory (a 
much weaker condition than to~-categorical) has either one or infinitely many 
countable models. The new techniques that are developed here for the extensions 
of these theorems may also give rise to other results. Our methods illustrate the 
deep connection between tot-categorical theories and the language L(O). 
Baldwin asked: if T is a countable tol-categorical theory in L+,+, how many 
countable models does T have? The following example shows that for an 
interesting theorem we must put some kind of completeness condition on T. For 
convenience, assume that L has a constant symbol c. Let K be a cardinal such that 
there exists F ~ L . . . .  which has exactly K countable models. Let C = {ci: i<  to} be 
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a new set of constant symbols. Then the sentence 
is ~ol-categorical nd has at least K + 1 countable models. The models of the right 
side of this disjunction have no connection with T. The above sentence is not 
complete in any reasonable sense because it is a disjunction, This problem does 
not arise in the finitary case because every countable model of T is L,.,~- 
elementarily equivalent to a model of power tol; thus since T is tot-categorical. T 
is L,o~-complete. Asking that T be L~,o,-complete also is not satisfactory, since 
then by Theorem 1.0.13 T would necessarily have exactly one countable model. 
For the above reasons, and other technical considerations, we rephrase Bald- 
win's question as follows. Let A be a countable admissible set and let L be a 
language that is za on A. Suppose that T is an to~-categorical theory in L,x which 
is ~ on A and LA-complete. How many countable models does T have? Any 
countable tol-categorical theory can be extended to a theory in some countable 
admissible fragment, which satisfies the conditions that we have placed on T. Our 
hope is that, as in the finitary case, T will have either one or countably many 
countable models each of which is LA-homogeneous. 
O. 1. Organization 
For the rest of this section let T be as above. In Section 1 we show that every 
countable model of T has an LA-elementary exten:Jon to an uncountable model 
of T. We also prove some other useful properties of T that will bc applied later. 
"[he main technical result on which the conclusions of this chapter are based is 
that for all formulas F(.~)c L~(O) there exists a formula G(~)-~ LA such that 
T, (Ox)x : x F(V~)(F(~) ~ G(£)). 
In Section 2 we generalize Morley's results to our context. In particular we 
show that T has at most countably many coumable models. To obtain these 
results we define the new notion of the complexity of an LA-type. This notion is 
based on Keisler's, Omitting Types theorem and the conclusion from Section I 
that every LA-type of T is realized by every uncountable model of T. 
In Section 3 we prove some theorems of Shelah that are necessary for Section 
4. In Section 4 we generalize Marsh's r,~sults to our context, assuming that 
2 ~ < 2 ~,. We use a generalization of Marsh's concept of strongly minimal formula, 
which is similar to a notion of Knight. We then apply some results from Section 2. 
The hypothesis 2~'< 2 °', is onJy used for the theorems from Section 3. 
Section 5 is devoted to various examples, including a theory which satisfies the 
conditions that we placed on 7 and has countably many countable models. Finally 
in Section 6 we consider some possible methods of proving the Baldwin-Lachlan 
theorem for our context. In Section 7 we discuss some characterizations of
sentences in L~,,~ that are tot-categorical. 
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As always, the difficulty in extending these theorems to iafinitary logic is that 
the Compactness theorem is not available. In particular, in the finitary case. as a 
result of the Compactness theorem it is true that over any countable subset of a 
model of T, there are only countably many types. This fact is crucial to Marsh's 
arguments. In our context we must expend great effort and use the hypothesis 
2'+<2"', to get a significantly weaker form of the above statement. Our proofs 
extend Marsh's proofs only in the sense that they use strongly minimal formulas; 
our use of strongly minimal formulas is not an extension of Marsh's use of these 
formulas. We chose to work in an admissible context so that we could make use of 
the Barwise Compactness theorem and some results of Ressayre about vA- 
saturated models. 
0.2. Notation and definitions 
For the most part we use standard notation. However we dr:rote structures 
whose universes are B, C, M , . . .  by B, C, M . . . . .  Also we use - for the logical 
connective 'not'. We usually will not make a distinction between a constant and its 
interpretation by a structure. We use ~ to denote finite sequences and write ~ ~ A 
if each element of the sequence is in A. We ~+rite l(~) for the length of the 
sequence 4. We usually will not make a distinction between a and the range of ~. 
If f is a function and B is a subset of the domain of f, then f I/~ is the restriction 
of f to B and [[B] is the range of f I B. A theory is K-categorical, for K a cardinal. 
iff it has exactly one model of power K (up to isomorphism). 
We use a slightly stronger than usual definition of fragment so that Lemma 
3.1. +7 will hold. L* is a fragmem of L~,~ iff L*cL~,~+ every formula of L* has 
only finitely many free variables, L+~ c L*+ and L ~ is closed under subformulas, 
substitution of terms, finitary logical operations and whenever F~ L* and V Hc  
L*+ then V {~G: G~H}. V {(::Ix)G: G~H}, and V ({F}U H) all belong to L*. 
L will always refer to a language. Fragments of L~,~ will be denoted by 
L*. L~. L~ . . . . .  The L refers to the language; the *. A. B . . . .  refer to which 
infinitary formulas belong to the fragment. In particular if A is an admissible set. 
L,~ -~ A N{F~ L ..... : F has only tinitely many free variables}. 
Lo+,~(Q) is the logic with the additional quantifier Q which means "there exist 
uncoantably many'. If L* is a fragment, then L*(Q) is the closure of L* under the 
previous rules for L* (with L* replaced by L*(Q)), O quantification, and the rule 
that states that whenever V H~L*(Q).  then V{(Qx)G(x) :G~H} belongs to 
L*(Q). We say that L+(Q) is a fragment of L~,~(Q). Keisler [5] formed a simple 
set of axioms for a fragment L+(Q) of L~,+(Q). We will refer to these axioms as 
the L~(Q)-axioms. It will not be necessary to state precisely what they are. 
Let L* be a fragment. F,,(L*) will denote the set of formulas of L* that have at 
most n free variables. Certain notions from finitary logic such as completeness. 
homogeneity, and elementary substructure have obvious generalizations to L*. 
For careful definitions see [6]. We call these generalizations L*-completeness+ 
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L*-homogeneity, etc. Thus T is L*-complete iff for all F~ Fo(L*), F~ T or 
~F~T.  We denote L*-elementary substructure by <t.* and L*-elementary 
equivalence by ~L'- 
Let T be an L*-complete theory. A set of formulas p of L* is an L*-type of T 
iff there is a model M of T and a sequence r~M such that p= 
{F(.~)~ L*: M ~F(d)}. Then we say that p is realized by t~ in M. If M is fixed by 
the context we write tt,(a) for p. If L* is also fixed we may simply write t(t~). I f /3 
is a subset of M and q = {F(g,/~): F(.~, ~)~ L*, /~e B and M~ F(a,/~)}, then q is an 
L*-type over B. We denote q by t~.iatB) or if L* is fixed, by t(d/B), If ¢l is ~t,~ 
L*-type over B and [ is a function defined on B, then J'(q)= 
{F(.~, f[/~]): F(x,/~)~q}. if F(.~) is a formula in F,(L,,,,,,) and B is an L-structure. 
then F(B) denotes {b~B:B~F(b)}.  If F(x,~)~L,,,,,., and a~B,  then F(B.a)  
denotes {b~B: BhF(b, a)}. 
Finally we will need some notation from set theory. If a./3 are ordinals, then tt ~ 
will denote the set of functions from /3 into oz. Also ct~ will denote the sel of 
functions from ordinals less than /3 into o~. 
If 3,! is an L-structure, L '=  L U{c}. where c is a new constant symbol and 
b ~ M, then (M. b) is the expansion of M to an L'-structure formed by interpreting 
c on b. Similarly if L '=LU{P} where P is a new unary predicate symbol and 
R c M. then (M, R) is the expansion of M to an L'-structure formed by interpret- 
ing P on R. 
1. Properties of tot-categorical theories 
I.(1. Introduction 
In this chapter we deline a class of theories and prove some useful properties of 
it. In later chapters we are content o study a wider class of theories that satisfy 
these properties. 
Definition 1.0.1. Let ~F be the class of theories for which there exist a countable 
admissible set A and a language L such that the following conditions hold for all 
TE3-: 
(i~ L is J on A; 
(ii) T i s  v on A; 
(iii) 7" i.,, LA-complete; 
(iv) T is col-categorical. 
If T~ ,~-, then let L and A be the language and admissible set that help to witness 
this unless otherwise stated. 
Our first proposition shows thal the theories in 71~ do not differ greatly from the 
theories that Baldwin asks about. For the rest of this paper, if T is a theory, let T' 
denote TU{(Clx)x = x}. 
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Proposition 1.0.2. Any countable to~-categorical theory K in ' can be extended 
to a theory T belonging to ft. 
l~'oot. Since K is countable there is a countable admissible set A such that L is /I 
on A and K is ~ on A, Let T be {F~F,(La): K't-F}. Clearly T extends K, is 
contained in L~,,, and is Oh-categorical. By the Barwise Completeness theorem for 
L,~(O), T is v on A. We claim that T is LA-complete. If not, then by the Barwise 
Completeness theorem there exist F in L,~ and structures B and C such that 
B~T'U{F} and C~T'U{~F}. B and C are uncountable. By the downward 
L6wenheim-Skolem theorem we can assume that card(B)= card(C)= to~. Thus B 
is isomorphic to C which is a contradiction. 
We now develop some simple properties of ft. using well-known resuits that x, ze 
simply state. These properties are not new. Lemma 1.0.6 was originally proved by 
Ressayre [16]. Makkai also proved it for A-finite L (see [10]). But their proofs 
are considerably more complicated than the almost trivial argument, which the 
use of La(O) allows us to give. Shelah [18] and Makkai [10] independently noted 
that the unique model of a theory, T~- ,  of power ~oj is L~,o,-elementarily 
equivalent o some countable model of T. Makkai used Lemma 1.0.12 and 
Theorem 1.0. t3 to characterize this countable model as the unique countable 
~'~-saturated model of "/', in the case where L is A-finite. Our proof holds even if 
L is J on A. 
Definition 1.0.3. Let L* be a countable fragment. Let p(x) be a set of formulas in 
L*(O) and let T be a theory in L*(O). We shall say that T strongly omits p(~) ilt 
for every formula F(,~, ~) belonging to L*(O) and every string $~ of ::1 and O 
quantifiers over f, if ($~:)(::I,~)F(~, ) is consistent with T, then there exists G~p 
such that (S~)(3~)(F(.~, 7)~ G(.~)) is consistent with T. Let G*y denote ~(Oy) ~.  
If S~: is as above let S*~ be the result of replacing each ::l in $27 by V and each O 
in S by O*. We shall say that T weakly isolates p(~) iff T does not strongly omit 
p(£). That is iff there is F(~, ~) in L*(G) and a string. S~ of ::1 and O quantifiers 
oxer .~ such that (S~)(3,~)F(~,~) is consistent with T and for all Gc  
p, 7'F(S*~)(V~)(F(,~,~,)-~G(,~)). In this case we shall say that (S~,F(.~,~)) 
weakly isolates p with respect o T. 
Example 1.0.4. Let T be the theory of algebraically closed fields of chalacteristic 
0. Then ((/y, x = y) weakly isolates the type of a transcendental e ement. Note 
that this type is not isolated. 
Theorem 1.0.5 (Keisler). Let T be a theory in a countable fragment L*(G) and let 
p(~) be a set of formulas belonging to L*(O). If T strongly omits p, then 7 has a 
model that omits p. If T is L*(O)-complete and T weakly isolates p, then every 
model of T realizes p. 
Proof. See [5, Chapter 3]. 
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Lemma 1.tl 6. Let T~ J. Euery LA-type realized by a model of T' is weakly 
isolated by r, and hence E on A. 
Proof. Since every model of T' is uncountable and T' is ¢o~-categorical, by the 
downward LSwenheim-Skolem theorem we get that every LA-type realized by a 
model of T' is realized by the unique model of power ~o~. This model omits every 
LA-type that is strongly omitted by T'. Thus all La-types realized by models of 
T' are weakly isolated by T'. Let q(.~) be such an L,,,-type. There exist F(.~, ~)~ 
L,~(Q) and a string Sy of ::1 and CI qtmntifiers over ~ such that ($~)(3i )F(L y) is 
consistent with T' and for all G c q, 
T'E(S*y)(Vf)(F(~, ~) ~ G(~)). 
Let 
p = {G(E) E LA : T't-(S* f ) (V£)(F( f ,  y) --, G(Y))}. 
Clcarly p contains q and by the Barwise Completeness theorem, is E on A. We 
claim that p = q. Since q is LA-complete, it suffices to show that p is consistent. 
Suppose that (3 and ~G both belong to p. Then 
T' F (S*~)(V,~)(F(tL y) ---) G(~))  ^  (S* y)(V.~)(F(~, ~) --, ~ G(~ ~). 
An easy induction on the number of quantifiers in S shows that 
T'F(S*y)(V~)(F(.~, ~) ~ G(Y)/', ~ G0~)). 
Thus 
and 
T'F(S*y)(V~)- -  F(.~, ~) 
T'F'~(S~)(=I2)F(£, ~). 
This contradicts the assumption that ($~)(3.~)F(Y,, ~) is consistent with T'. 
Definition 1.0.7. Let A be an admissible set. A ~A-J'amily of L,~-types with 
parameter~s i is a set p which is v on A and contained in ! x L,x for some A-tinite 
index sct 1, such that if (i, ~k)Ep, then ~lJ = ~l~(v. ~) and v ~.~ contains the free 
variables occurring in qJ. For each i(:.l let p, be {tk:(i.~'Dep}. Let M bc an 
L-structure and consider a ~A-family of LA-types p(v, ~) with parameters in M. 
i.e., with elements ~/ from M (or. constants for them) substituted for .~. which 
were the parameters beforc. We speak of a family of types over M. We say' that p 
is realized in M iff 
,~,! is E~-saturated iff for every vA-famil ) p of types over M if every A-tinite 
subfamily q contained in p is realized in M, then p itself is realized in M. 
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Theorem 1.0.8 (Ressayre). Let T be a theory which is ~-" t,n A, where A is an 
admissible set. Suppose that T is consistent and L,~ .ce,~:~,Ictg. 
(i) T has a countable ,~A-saturated model, 
(ii) T has an uncountable model iff every countable v -s'aturated model of T has 
a proper La-elementary extension which is ~,~-saturated. 
(iii) The union of any countable LA-elementary chain of countable vA-saturated 
models is VA-saturated. 
Proof. See [16]. 
Definition 1.0.9. A contin,ous L*-elementary chain is a chain (M,~ : ol < 3'), "7 an 
ordinal, such that if t~ < 3' is a limit ordinal, then M,, = U~,~ M~ and if a < f3 < ~/, 
then ~,!~ . .M~.  
Corollary 1.0.10. Let T~ ft, If Mo is a countable Vn-saturate:J model of T, then 
Mo is the first elenlent of a continuous LA-elementary chain of length to I consisting 
of distinct countable vA-saturated models. In particular every countable s A- 
saturated model of T can be L,~ -elementarily extended to the unique model of power 
tO  I . 
Proposition 1.0.11. Let T ~ ~-. Suppose M is a countable SA-saturated model of T. 
An LA-type p with respect to T is realized by ~! iff p is S on A. 
Proof. If p is v on A, then p is realized by M since T is LA-complete and M is 
~,x-saturated. Since by Corollary 1.0.10 M has an k~-elementary extension to an 
uncountable model, if p is realized by ~!. then p is realized by an uncountable 
~nodcl of 7: Thus hy Lemma 1,0.6 p is v on A. 
Lemma 1.0.12. Let T~ ft. Any two countable Va-saturated models of T are 
isomorphic. Also they are L~-homogeneous. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.0.11 any two countable v,~-saturated models of T 
realize the same L,~-types. Thus it is enough to show that any countable 
-v,~-saturated model of T is LA-homogeneous. Let J!  be such a model. Suppose 
that ii, b, cE M are such that (M, a)=--L,, (M,/~)- Let p(x, 8J= t(c/~). By Proposi- 
tion i.l).l I, p is ~_ on A, Sirice ,,~! is -VA-saturated there is d e M such that 
t(d/b ~, = p(x,/~J, i.e. ( J/ ,  & c )~L,  O!,/~, d). This completes the proof. 
Theorem 1.1).13. Let "l'e ~-. The utlique model of T of power to~, N, is L~,o- 
elementarily equivalent to the unique countable x_" A-saturated model of T, Jl. 
Proof. Suppose that there is a sentence FeL,o,o such that i~,'kF and M~-F .  
Clearly F~ Lj~. Using Proposition 1.0.2 we can extend T to K ~ 8- so that some 
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admissible set A '  witnesses this and FsK .  By Corollary 1.0.10 there is a 
continuous La-elementary chain (M, : a < to~) of countable XA-saturated models 
of I :  Also there is a continuous La-elementary chain (M',,: a < to~) of countable 
VA,-saturated models of K. Let 11 = U . . . .  M° and let B '= U . . . .  M ' .  There is an 
isomorphism f mapping 11 onto B' since 11,11'1 = T. By a simple back-and-forth 
argument using the continuity of the two chains, there exists a<~,h such that 
f l  M,~ is an isomorphism from M,, onto M' .  By Lcmma 1.0.12, since MI~.~I, 
M~E Since M~,<~.,, B', T is ~o~-categorical, nd N~t:.M~,~F. This is a 
contradiction. 
1.I. Eliminating the quantifier 0 
The next series of lemmas leads to the main theorem of this section. It is the 
technical result on which the rest of the paper rests. 
Lemma 1.1.1. Let TE ~'. Let 11 and C be countable J£A-saturated models of T such 
that B_~L~C and b~B. Suppose F(x, ~) belongs to LA and for all c~C-B ,C~ 
~F(c,b). Then there is an uncountable model N such that C<~.,N and N 
~(Ox ~F(x, b). 
ProoL We construct a continuous La-elementary chain (C,, : a < to~) of countable 
2A-saturated models of T such that for each a<to~, if c~C+, ,~-C, ,  then 
Co+~ ~ +F(c, I~). Let C. be C. By Theorem 1.0.8(iii) the only non-trivial step in 
the construction is the successor step. Suppose we have C.. By Proposition 1.0.11 
and Lemma 1.0.12 B and C,, realizc the same La-types and arc L,~- 
homogeneous. Thus there is an isomorphism f mapping B onto C,, and tixing /~. 
Extend f to an isomorphism f whose domain is C. Let the range of f be C~,. ~. 
Clearly C~+~ works. Now let N be U .. . . .  c~. N is uncountable. Also, F(N,/~i = 
F(B, b). Since B is countable, .~' I=- ~((lx)F(x, b). 
Lemma 1.1.2. Let T~ ft. Let B and C be countable ~'a-saturated models of Tsnch 
that B<l.,, C and b~ B. Suppose F(x, ~) is a formula in L,~ and there is c c~ C- -B  
such thai C ~ F'(c, [;). Then there exists u model N such that B< r,, N and for all 
cl~ N, /f/(el) = t(~'L then N ~(Ox)F(x, d,). 
Proof. We construct a continuous LA-elementary chain (C° : tx < to~) of countable 
v A-saturated models of T such that for each a < ,o~ if d e C, and t(d) = t(/~), then 
there exists e~ C . . , -C , ,  such that C . ,~  F(e, d)+ Let Co bc C+ Again tile 
successor step is the only non-trivial one. Enumerate the n+tuplcs in (+~, that 
realize the same LA-type as I~ by (d,: i<to).  We construct an La-elcmcntary 
chain (De: i < to) of countable v/,+saturated model,+~ of T such that Do is C. and 
for each i<to+ there exists ecD,+~-D+ such that D,+~ ~F(e,d+t. Given D+ we 
show how to construct D++x. Since D, is LA-hor-ogeneous and isomorphic to B 
(Lemma 1.0.12), there is an isomorphism f mapping B onto D+ and sending b to 
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el+. Extend f to an isomorphism f whose domain is C. Let D+ + ~ be the range of f. 
Then D,+~ ~F(f(c).d+). Of course D+<t+.D+,~ and D++~ is V~-saturated. Let 
C . .  ~ = t..I +~:0, D,. Then C.  + t satisfies the conditions it should. 
Let N = ~,~.-~,, C.. Clearly N ~ (Ox)F(x, d) if (]~ N and t(/~) = t(d). 
Notation 1.1.3. Let T be an L*-complete theory for some fragment L*. If 
N I= T, B is a subset of N, and L* and N are fixed by the context, then L*(B) is 
defined to be 
{F(,,L ~): F(~. ,~)~ L* and c~B} 
and T(B) is defined to be 
{F(a) e F,,(L*(B)): N ~ F(a)}. 
Note that formulas in L*(B) have only finitely many parameters from B occurring 
in them. Thus if M" is an L-structure, then N<L.M iff Mr~ T(NL where T(N) is 
formed with respect to N. Notice that as usual we are not making a distinction 
betv aen an element and a constant s~ mbol for it. Thus M" b T(N) makes sense. We 
trust that there will be no confusion between L*(B) and L+~(Q). We may even 
have to write L*(B)(Q) at times. 
Lemma 1.1.4. Let T~ J. Suppose N ~ T. Then for all F(x, fi)~ La(N), 
T'(a) t- (Ox)F(x, 4) or T'(a) I- -(Ox)F(x, ?+). 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there are two models of T'(c~) of power oJ~, say B and 
C. such that B ~= (Ox)F(x. f+) and C ~ -(Ox)F(x, ~). By Corollary 1.0.10 and the 
to~-categoricity of 7; there is a pair of countable VA-saturated models of 
T. M., M~, such that Mo< L~ M~ <L,, B, ~ ~ Mo, and for some b ~ M~ - M0, M~ 
F(b. fi). By Lemma 1.1.2 there is a model of T(c~), D, of power to~ such that 
, i i t ,<t .D  and for all d~D,  if tt.~(~)=tL~(d), then D~(Qx)F(x ,d ) .  Since T is 
oJrcategoricaL there is an /.- isomorphism / mapping the L-reduct of C onto the 
L-reduct of D. Clearly in D h.~(ti) = tL~(/(ti)). (Note that since C, D k T(aL they 
both give the same meaning to t(ci).) Thus while C~(Qx)F(x .~) ,  D~ 
(OxlF(x.f(d)), This is a contradiction. 
Definition 1.1.5. Let L* be a fragment of L,~,~,. We say that a theory T admits the 
elimination of O in L*(Q) lit for all F(£) belonging to L*(Q) there exi:+ts F'(.~) in 
L* such that 
T k (V.~)(F(~) ~ F'(.~)). 
T admits the elimination of 0 in L*(O) nicely lit whenever F(Y,) is V+~ G+(x) 
there exists F'(.~L as above, such that F'(x) is of the form V+~J (~i and (i) and (ii) 
hold. 
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(i) For i ~ I there exists j 6 J such that 
T k (V~)(G~(~) ~ Gj(~)). 
(it) For all j~ J  there exists i~1 such that 
T P (V~)(G,(~) ~, C,j(~)). 
Lemma 1.1.6. Let A be a countable admissible set. Let T be a theory in LA (O) that 
is ~- on A. For each F(x, Y) in L.~ define Ev to be 
{G(9)~ LA : T 'k (Vy)((Ox)F(x, Y) "~ G(9))}. 
Then T' admits the elimination of 0 in LA(O) nicely iff T'U E~, U{,~(Ox)F(x, 9)} is 
inconsistent for all F(x, Y) belonging to L,~. 
ProoL Suppose TUEvU{- (Ox)F (x ,  Y) is inconsistent for each F(x, Y) in L,v 
We eliminate Q by induction on formulas. The base step, the negation step, and 
the existential step are all trivial. Note that Ev is v on A. 
Consider (Qx)F(x, 9)~ L,~(O). By the inductive hypothesis we may assume that 
F(x, 9)6LA. Since T 'UEvO{-(Ox)F(x ,  9)} is inconsistent and V on A, by the 
Barwise Compactness theorem, there is an A-finite subset of E~,, H. such that 
T' P (Vg)( A H(9) ~ (Ox)F(x. Y)). 
Using the definition of Ev, we can strengthen this to 
T'P (Vg)(A H(9) *-~ (Ox)F(x, 9)). 
Since /k H(Y) is in LA, we are done. 
Consider V G(y)~ L,v By the induclivc hypothesis we have: 
(VH~ G)(:IH')( 'T' k (Vg)(/q 9) ~ H'(9))'A'H'6 LA'). 
this formula inside the quantifiers is a -V-formula. By strong v 
Ak  
The part of 
replacement 
A~ (3f)('f is a function with domain G" 
A(VHe G)(' /(H) ~ I~') 
A (VH'~ f(H))( 'T'  b (vg)(H(9) ~ H'(9))' 
,'~ 'H '~ L• "))). 
Clearly f [G]~A,  and hence U f[G]~A. Thus we arc done since 
T 'P(Vy)(V G(y) ~'-* V U f[G]).  
Now for the other direction suppose T 'U li t U{ .` + (Qx)F'(x, 9)} is consistcnl, for 
some F hclonging to LA. it suffices to show that for any F'  in I.,a, T'U 
{-((Qx)F(x, Y) ~ F'(9))} is consistent. If F'~t E~:, then T'U{(Qx)F(x, 9)^ -F"(9)} 
is consistent. If F'~ Ev, then T'UI-~(Qx)F(x, 9)^F(9)} is consistent. 
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Theorem 1.1.7. Let T ~ J. T' admits the elimination of Q in L x nicely. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then by Lemma 1.1.6 there is a F(x,~)~LA such that 
T'U E~U{~(Ox)F(x, ~)} is consistent. Thus there is a model of T', N, of power 
oJI, such that for some a 6 N 
N ~A E,.ta)^ ~(Qx)F(x, a). (1) 
Thus 
N ~ T'(a)^ ~(Ox)F(x, a). 
By Lemma l. l .4, 
T ' (a )  I- ~ (Ox)F(x, a). 
By Lemma 1.0.6 t(¢i), and hence T'(ci), is v on A, since it is realized by N. Thus 
by the Barwise Compactness theorem there is an A-finite subset of t(a), say q, 
such that 
T' I- ('ffy)(A q(y) --* ~ (Qx)F(x, y). 
Hence, considering the contrapositive, we have that ~A q(y)E EF. By (1) EF is 
contained in t(a). Since q is A-finite A q ~ t(~). This is a contradiction. 
Corollary 1.1.8. Let T c ~-. Suppose N ~ T and B is a subset of N. Then T' admits 
the elimination of Q in L/~(B)(Q) nicely. 
1.2. Using the elimination of Q 
Theorem 1.1.7 will allow us to apply Keisler's work on LA(O) to the countable 
models of IE  ft. in particular we shall see that every La-type with respect o T. is 
weakly isolated. 
Definition 1.2.1. A weak structure for L(O) is a pair (B, q) such that B is a 
structure for L and q is a set of subsets of B. The notion of satisfaction of 
formulas in L~,(O) by (B, q) is defined in the usual way by induction on the 
complexity of Fe L,~,~(O). The (Ox) clause in the definition is: 
(B,q)~(Ox)F(x, 6) where 5~B,  iff , 
{a e B: (B, q) ~ F(a, /~)}E q. 
If L* is a fixed fragment we say that a weak structure for L(Q) is a weak model iff 
it satisfies the L*(Q)-axioms. 
Theorem 1.2.2 (Keisler). Let L* be a fragment. If (B, q) is a countable weak model 
o[ the L*(Q)-axioms, then there is a structure C such that (B, q)-<L*(o)C, i.e., if 
F(~) is a formula in L*(Q) and be B, then (B, q) ~ F(/~) iff C ~ F(/~). 
Proof. See [5, Corollary 4.11"]. 
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Definition 1.2.3. Let T~ ft. Using Theorem 1.1.7, for F(£) belonging to L.~(O) 
fix F'(£) in L;, such that 
(i) T' I- (V£)(F(.~) ~ F'(x)) and 
(ii) if F(£) is V~¢,G~(.%, then F',.~) has the form V,~j(~,(x) and (a) and (b) 
hold. 
(a) For all i~ I there is j s J  such that 
T' ~ (w)(O,(~) ~ c~(£)). 
(b) For all j~ J there is i~ ! such that 
T' I- (V£)(Gd~) ~ Gl(:i)). 
From now on, if Tc,~" and F(x)~L/~(O) (where, of course, L and A help to 
witness this), then F' will be a lixed formula for which (i) and (ii) hold. Let B I= T. 
Define r(B) to be 
{S ~ B: there is /~e B and there is F(~)e L,~(O) 
of the form (O.y)G(.¢, y) such that B I= b'(l~') and 
S = G'(b, B)t. 
We shall write (/It, r) for (B, r(B)). 
Lemma 1.2.4. Let T~ ~- and suppose B~ T. Then for each F(£) in LA(O), 
(B, r) I= (V~)(F(.~) ~ F'(.~)). 
Proof. We argue by induction on the complexity of formulas in L.,(O.). The base 
step is tri~ a] since T is LA-eomplete. 
Suppose F is (::ly)G(~, y). By the inductive hypothesis 
(B. r) ~ (Y~)(Vy)(G(~, y) ~ G'(L y)). 
Thus 
(B, r) ~ (V£)((3y)G(£, y) ~-~ (3y)G'(£. y)). 
Also. 
T' t= (V~)(F'(~) ~ F(~) ~-> (=ly)G'(~, y)). 
Since T is LA-complete and F', (3y)G'c  l.,x, 
T t- (V,~)~F'(~) ~ (=ly)G'(~, y)). 
Thus 
(B, r) ~ (¥~)(F'(£) <--> (3y)( '(~, y)). 
Hence by (l) and (2) 
(B, r) P (V.~)(F(.~) ~ F'(,~)). 
We use a similar argument for the negation step. 
(1) 
(2) 
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Suppose F(£) is V~ G,(~) and F'(2) is V~J  (~- By the inductive hypothesis 
(B, r) ~ (V~)(G~(2) ~ G~0i)) for all i ~ L 
Thus 
(B, r) ~: (V;/)(F(£) *-~ ,y~ G 0.  
For all iE I there is j~ J  such that 
T' F (Vx)(G~(.~) ,--* (5,(:/) ~ (J,(£)). 
Since T is L,~-complete, 
T I- (V~)(G~(,~) ~ C]j(,~)). 
Also. for all j ~,/ there is i e 1 such that (4), and thus (5), holds. Thus 
(B,r) l=(V2)(~y I~ G~(.~)*-~ F'(,~)). 
Hencc by (3) and (6) 
(B. r) k (V£)(F(E) ~ F'(x)). 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Call the 
consistent, 
T I- (V,~J(V~)J(2. ~). (8) 
Since B~T.  by (7) and (8), BkF'(b)*-.~H'(~). in particular, since BkH'(~) ,  
!1 l~ F'(b), So, of course (B, r) 1= F'(/;). 
Theorem 1.2.5. Let TEf f .  Suppose BP T. Then (B.r) satisfies all the La(Q)- 
axioms. Also (B, r) ~ (Ox)x = x. 
T' k (V.f)(V~)((Vy)(G'(E, y) ",-~I'(L y)) --" (F'(~) ~ H'(E))). 
above sentence (V,~)(V~?)J(,~, ). Since T is L,~-complete and T' is 
Also. 
r (~ B)= G'(~ B). (7) 
Notice that we had to take special precautions in this step because V ,~ G~ may 
not be in LA and we only know that T is L,~-complete. 
Suppose F is (Oy)G(,~, y). Let /~eB and let (B, r) ~ F'(b). Then B~ F'(/~) and 
G'(h,B)er(B).  By the inductive hypothesis G(b,(B, r))= G'(/~,(B, r)). Thus 
G(/~, (B, r))e r(B) and hence (B, r) I= (Oy)G(/~, y). Now let (B, r) ~ F(/~). By the 
definition of r(B), there are H(.~)~ L,~(O) and ~ B such that H(.~) is of the form 
(Oy I I ( LyLG(b , (B , r ) )= I ' ( ? ,B )  and B~H'(?) .  By the inductive hypothesis 
G(b, (B. r)) = G'(/;, B). ~,'~lus 
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Proot. Let F be an LA(O) axiom. Le.: F' be as in Definition 1.2.3. Thus 
T' I- F ~.o F', and since F is an axiom, T' t- F. Hence T' l- F'. Since T is L,~- 
complete, T I- F'. By Lemma 1.2.4, (B, r) ~ F ~ F'. Since B I= T. B I= F'. Thus 
(B, r) I= E A nearly identical argument works for (Ox)(x = x}. 
The author is indebted to Michael Makkai for pointing out Theorem 1.2.5. It 
shows that there is a natural way of interpreting every countable model of Te  ff 
as a weak model of T' and L,~(Cl)-axioms, Thus we will be able to use formulas 
from LA((I) to prove theorems about countable models of T. 
Theorem 1.2.6. Let T ~ O-. Every countable model of T has an L,~,-elementary 
extension to an uncountable model of T. 
Proof. Let B be a countable model of T. By Theorem 1.2.5 (B, r) is a countable 
weak model of T' and the LA(O.)-axioms. By Theorem 1.2.2 (B.r) has an 
LA(Q)-elementary extension to a model of T'. say C. In particular, C is an 
uncountable LA-elementary extension of B. 
Corollary 1.2.7. Let T~ ft. Every L:,-type of r is weakly isolated by T' and hence 
is S on A. 
Proof. Every LA-type of T is realized by a countable model of T. By Theorem 
1.2.6 every countable model of T has an L,~-elementary extension to a model of 
power o~,. Thus every l,,x-type is realized by a model of power oJ~. By Lemma 
1.0.6 every LA-type realized by a model of T of power ~o, is weakly isolated. 
Corollary 1.2.8. Let T~ 9. T has only countably many LA-types. Thus T has a 
prime model. 
Corollary 1.2.9. Lel Te.~.  Suppose 11~ T and aeB.  Then every L,,~(d)-lype of 
T(al is weakly isolated by T'(a). 
Proof. Let p be an L,x(6)-type of T(a). By Theorem 1.2.6 p is realized by a 
model of T'(t~) of power oJ~. Thus by Theorem 1.0.5 it suffices to show that every 
model B of T'(a) realizes p. By Corollary 1.0.10 and the categoricity of 7", there is 
a countable VA.-saturated model C of T such that :2 ~ C and ¢~'<1,,,~a,il. Let q be 
the result of replacing d by free variables 9 in p. Then q is an L:~-type. By 
Corollary 1.2.7 q is v on A. Thus p is also. Since C is v,~-saturated, C realizes p. 
Thus B does also. 
Corollary 1.2.10. Lei T~f f .  Suppose B~ T and d~B.  Then T(d) has only 
countably many L,~ (~)-types. Hence T(d) I, as a prime model. 
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Definition 1.2.11. Let L* be a fragment of L,, ..... and let T be an L*-complete 
theory. A countable model of T, B, is L*-saturated if[ for all a ~11, B realizes 
every L*(t~)-type of T(d). 
Corollary 1.2.11. Let T~ ft. The countable sA-saturated model of T is La- 
saturated. 
'~.3. Precise extensions 
Definition 1.3.1. Let B and C be (possibly weak) L-structures. Let L*(Q) be a 
fragment of L,o,~(O). C is a precise L*(O)-elementary extension of B if[ B ~<~.~o,C 
and for a~ B and for all F(x. ~)~L*(O), B~(Ox)F(x ,  O) if[ there is be C-B  
such that C~ F(b, t~). in this case we shall write B<***C. 
For our last result of this chapter we need one more theorem about -Va- 
saturated models. 
'Theorem 1.3.2 (Ressayre). Let A be a countable admissible set. Let L and L be 
danguages that are A on A. Suppose that L is contained i~z L and that P is a unary 
predicate symbol in L, - L. Let 7" be a theory in L a which is v on A. Suppose B is a 
countable v,x-saturated L-structure such that for every F ~ F,( LA), "F t- F ~e' implies 
B ~ F, where k ~e~ is the restriction of F to P. Then "F has a vA-saturated model C 
such that (C ! P) [ L = B. 
ProoL Sec [16]. 
Lemma 1.3.3. Let T~ J .  Let B be cl countat~re model of T and let B~,  , C. Then 
(s. r}<~*(c, r~ 
Proo|. By Lemma 1.2.4 it is clear that (B, r)~L~ca,(C, r). Also by Lemma 1.2.4, it 
suffices to show that for any F(x,~) belonging to L~x(QL and for all ~B,  
(B,r)~(Qx)F'(x.F~) if[ there is b~C-B  such that C¢F' (b ,  8). 
We first show that there are countable v,~-saturated models z~! and N such 
that: 
(i) ~+i~ T(5) and +~!~ N; 
(ii) there is I>+('--B such that C~F' (b .d )  ill* there is d+N-M such that 
N ~ F'(d. ~). 
Suppose b +~ C-  B and (' l; F'(b, 5)+ Let/7. be L(&)U{P} where P is a new unary 
predicate. Let ~i-+ bc 
u {(Bx)(~ P(x)^ F'(x, ~))}U Tla). 
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By Corollary 1.2.7 t(,~) is ~ on A and thus T(~) is also. Let M be a countable 
_v.a-saturated model of T(a). Suppose "T I-G ee' where G e Fo(La(fi)). Then, since 
(C. B) ~ T. we have that B I= G. Thus M I= G since T(&) is L.~(c~)-complete. By
Theorem 1.3.2 there is a X/,-saturated model of "T, N*, such that the L(~)-reduct 
of N* IP  is M. Let N =N*  [ L. From the definition of "F, we have that M-<~, N 
and there is d ~ N-  M such that N ~ F'(d, ~). Clearly N is YA-saturated, 
Now suppose that for all be C-B ,B~ ~F'(b,a). We argue just as before, 
except that we replace the occarrence of (3x)(P(x)^F'(x, fO) in "T by 
(3x)~ P(x) A (Vx)( ~- P(x) . . . .  F'(x, ~)). 
Thus the following are equivalerJt. 
(i) There is b ~ C-  B such that C ~ F'(b, ~). 
(ii) There is b E N-- M such that N ~ F'(b, ~). 
(iii) There is a model of T'(c~), say D, such that 
D ~ (Ox)F'(x, a). 
(iv) T'(a) k (Ox)F'(x, ~). 
(v) (B, r) ~ (Ox)F'(x, a). 
The proof that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent uses Lemmas 1.1.1, 1.1.2. and I.I.4. 
The proof that (iii) and (iv) are equivalent uses Lemma 1.4. The proof that (iv) 
and (v) are equivalent uses Theorem 1.2.5 
Corollary 1.3.4. Let T6 f f .  If B is a model o[ 7" and B<,L., C. then B-<,, C. 
Proof. Suppose not. By Theorem 1.1.7 B<~.,~o~C. Thus there exist c~ e B and 
F(x. ~) ~. L~(O) such that B ~ -~ (Ox)F(x, ?t) iff there exists b e C -  B such that 
C ~ F(h, fi). This also holds if wc replace F by F'. By the downward Li~wenheim- 
Skolem theorem, wc can lind countable ntodcls B. and Co such that B,,~ 7; 
B.~L,,C,,, f ieB,, and B~(Ox)F ' (x .~)  itt therc exists be(~-B , ,  such that 
C. ~ F'(b, ~). By Lemma 1.1.4 and Theorem 1.2.5 (Bo, r) ~ ~(Ox)F'(x. ~). This 
contradicts Lemma 1.3.3. 
2. "the generalization of Morley's theorem 
2.0. Introduction 
In this chapter we define a new class of theories ~ which contains ~ and 
generalize Moreley's theorem for theories in ~. The definition of ~ was arrived at 
by selecting the properties of 5 that were necessary for this generalization. 
Studying 9'C is useful for two reasons. Firstly, it provides more examples. Secondly. 
we will use results about theories in Yf-  ,~3" to prove theorems about theories in ,'3-, 
Definition 2.0.1. Let ~ be the class of theories for which there is a language L 
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and a countable fragment of Lo ...... L* such that the following conditions hold for 
all K e St{. 
(i) K' is consistent and K is L*-complete. 
(if) K' admits the elimination of O in L*(Ot nicely. 
(iii) If 11 is a model of K and ,,i e B, then every L*(~)-type of K(~) is weakly 
isolated by K'(~). 
(iv) Let B and C be models of K such that deB and B<~,C.  Suppose 
F(x, ~)~ L*, G(~)~_ L* and K'F-(Vy)((Ox)F(x, Y) ~ G(~)). Then there is b 
C -  B such that C ~ F(b, ~) iff B ~ G(a). 
If K ~ :~/', then L* will be the fragment hat helps to witness this. If F~_ L*(O) let 
F' be a fixed formula in L* such that K' F F,~--~ F'. If B is a model of K define r(B) 
as before with T replaced by K. Let S(K) denote the set of L*-types of K. 
Remark 2.0.2. Using (i), (if) and the proofs of Lemma 1.2.4 and Theorem 1.2.5 
we see that if B is a model of K, then (B, r) is a weak model of K' and the 
L*(O)-axioms. Thus (iv) states that if B~<L*C, ~hen (B, r)<L**(C, r). Clearly by 
Theorem 1.1.7, Corollaries 1.2.9 and 1.3.4 if Tef f ,  then Te.TL If L* is an 
admissible fragment, then an argument similar to the proof of Corollary 1.3.4 
shows that (i)-(iii) imply (iv). Clearly every countable model of K~2(  has an 
L*-elementary extension to an uncountable model of K. K' is L*(O)-complete. 
Proposition 2.0.3. Let K ~ ~. Suppose that B is a model of K and ~ ~ B. Then 
K(~)~ ~(. 
It is for this proposition that (iii) does not simply state that every L*-type of K 
is weakly isolated. 
2.1. Comph.xity o1" L*-type.~ 
Definition 2.1.1. l.et K ~ .K. Suppt)_~e that pc  S(K). The complexity of p, denoted 
C(p) is the least number ,.~f O-quantifiers that can occur in a string S.~ for which 
there is a formula /q.~, ~3t in L*iO~ such that (S~. F(.~. ~)) weakly isolates p with 
respect o K'. We write ('(~) for C(t(fi)) and C(d/b) for C(t(d/b)). 
Definition 2.1.2. The sequence (B , : i~a) .  a an c, rdinal, is a precise L*- 
elementary chain ill for each i< j<  a, B, ;f. ~*. B~. 
Lemma 2.1.3 (Keisler). Let K ~ if{. If (B, : i <- n) is a precise L*-el~'mentat3' chain 
o]: (possibly weak) models of K', then B~ realizes every L*-type o.f complexity n. 
Proof. Let (S£, Y. F(L Y. z.)) weakly isolate an L*-type p(:~), where C(p)= n and 
$£¢ is (3.~")(Oy~). • • (::1.~" t)(Oy,,). Since the above chain is precise. 
B,~ ~ (3.~° ~ Bo)(3yl ~ B~ - Bo) • • " (3~" ~ c B,,_l)(3y, c B,, - B,~ ~) 
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and 
B,, ~ (V~"~ B.)(Vyl ~ B j  - B, , )  • • • (V~" ~ ~ B,, ,)(Vy,, ~ B. - B._ ] ) 
(V£,)(F(.~, ~, ~') --) G(2)). if G ~ p. 
Thus we can choose {~' ,b ,+ j : i<n)  and FEB,, such that ~ '~B,  and b , .~  
B~ + ~ - B~, for all i < n, and 
B,, ~ F(a, b. g)A(F(5, b, g)--, G(g)), if Gep.  
where fi = f i"-  . . .  -d"  ~ and /~= b~- " , "  -b,,. Thus ? realizes p in B., 
Lemma 2.1.4. l.et K c :Tt', Suppose (B~ : i ~ n), n < w. is an L *-elementary chain of 
distinct models of K. Then B,, realizes every L *-lype of K of complexity n. 
Proof. Use Definition 2.1,2, since by Remark 2.0.2 ((B~. r): i~  < n) is a precise 
%~'-elementary chain of models of K'. 
Lemma 2.1.5. Let K ~ ?]L Suppose (B,: i .~- oJ) is a continuous L *-elementary chain 
of countable models of I~ Then B., is L*-saturated. in particular. K has a 
countable L *-saturated model. 
Proof. Let a ~ B~ and let p be an L*(ff/-type. We must show that p is realized by 
B~. For some n<~o,~B.~ Since K~K,  for some m<wC(p)=m.  By Lcmma 
2.1.4 B,..,, realizes p and hence Bo, does. 
Lemma 2.1.6. Let  K ~ 3{.. SLppose B is a model of K.  If there is an isomorphism f 
mapping B on~.o B., where 13.<~ • B. then B realizes every L*qype of K. 
Proof. Consider p ~ S(KL Suppose that C(pl = n, Delin¢ (B, : (/< i < n) by induc- 
tion on i so that B,, ~= f[B~]. Then B , . j -~B,  for all i<  n. By Lemma 2.1.4 B 
realizes p. 
Lemma 2.1.7. Let K E)C. If B is a counlable model of K, then B is either 
L*-saturated or prime over a finite subset of itself, i,e.. then, is t7~ B such thor B is 
the prime model of K(b). 
Proof. Suppose that B is not prime over L 7 for any 6~ B. We show that B is 
L*-saturated. For any /~.~ B and p~S(K(b.)) ,  we must show that p is realized in 
B. Assume C(p) = n. We construct a sequence of models B~ and elements /~, c B 
by induction on i<~ n such that: 
(i) B~ is prime over /~,; 
(ii} /~c~ if i< j ;  
(iii) B,, ~ realizes an L*(l;])-type omitted by B,. 
We already have I;.. Let B.  be prime over 6~,. Suppose we have found B, and b. 
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where i<n.  Since B is not prime over /~, there exists a non-isolated type 
p~S(K(~) )  such that p is realized by g in B. Clearly p is omitted in B~. Let /~÷~ 
be /~, ~? and let B~+~ be prime over /~.~. 
We now construct B~ for i<~ n such that: 
(iv~ there is an isomorphism from B~ onto B~ that fixes /~; 
(v) B~,< I *B; 
(vi) B~ ~I*B~+j. 
Let B~,.~ denote B. Suppose we have found B~ for n+l~i> j .  Let f, be an 
L*-elementary embedding of B~ into B~+~ fixing /~. Let B~ be /~[B~]. Since Bj is 
prime over/~, f, exists. B~ ¢ B~. ~ since B~. ~ realizes an L*(~)-type omitted by B~. 
By [.emma 2.1.4 p is realized by B. 
It is easy to prove the following. 
Corollary 2.1.8. l,et K ~ 3{. K has al most countably many countable models. 
Lemma 2.1.9. Let K ~ 2{. Suppose that B is a model of K, ~ ~ B, and p is an 
L*(al-type of K. Then C(p[ L* )~ C(6)+ C(p). 
Proof. Suppose (S 9, F(& Y, :~)) weakly isolates p and the number of O-quantifiers 
occurring in S is C(pt. Also let (S'~, G(g,, ~)) weakly isolate t(d), where the 
number of occurrences of O-quantifiers in S' is C(d). We shall show that 
((S'~,)(3~)(S9). G(ff. ~)^ F(£. Y, :D) weakly isolates p ] L*. Since K'(~) is L*(O)- 
complete. 
Thus 
Hence. 
Also. 
K'(a) F (S37)(::1~')F(& Y, -~). 
((Sy)(3,~lF'(.~, 9, _~)'e t(o). 
K' F (S'*~)(VY)(G(,,~..~)--, (Sg)(3E)F(.~, Y, zT)). 
K' I- (S' ~)(:::I.~ IG(~,, ~). 
Combining the last two statements gives: 
K' b (S'v~)(3.~)(G(ff, .~)A (Sg)(::I~)F(J~, Y, ~-))- 
Finally. 
K' F (S'~l(3.~)(SgI(3~)(G(~. £)A F(.~, Y, zT.)), 
since 9 and :~ do not occur free in G. This checks the consistency condition of 
weakly isolating. 
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Now let H(£) e p I L*. Since 
K'(a) I-($*~)(YE)(F(d, ~, £ )~ H(E)), 
((S*~))(Y~.)(F(.~, y, ,~) --, H(f.)))'  ~ t(a). 
Thus 
Finally, 
K' F (S'*~)(Y.~)(G(~', ;~) ~ (S*y)(V.~)(F(,~, ~, ,~) ~/ -~(~)  ~). 
K'  F (S'* ~,)(V.~)(S*y)(V.~)(G(~,, ,~) A F(.~, y, E) --, H(_~)), 
since y and ~ do not occur free in G. This checks the completeness condition of 
weakly isolating. Counting the occurrences of the O-quantifier in (S'ff)(:Ig)(S~) 
shows that C(P1 L *)--~ C(a)+ C(p). 
Corollary 2.1.10. Let K ~ ~F. Suppose that B is a model of K which is prime over a 
finite subset b. If pc  S(K) is realized by B, then C(p) < - C(b). 
Lemma 2.1,11. Let K ~ ~{. Let II be a countable model of K. Suppose B realizes 
p,, ~ S(K) and C(p,) ~ n. If for each i< n there is p, ~ S(K) such that C(p,)= i. then 
B realizes every L*-type of K, whose complexity is less than or equal to n. 
Proof .  We prove the lemma by induction on n. The base step is trivial since all 
models of K realize all L*-typcs of complexity 0. Suppose we have prt?ved the 
result for n - 1. Denote B by B,,. We construct B, and fi, for n > i :~[I such that: 
(i) B, ~<l ~B,,  t; 
(if) B, is prime over a,; 
(iii) t(,~i) = p~. 
Suppose we have constructed/¢ and a, for n > i> j. By the inductive hypothesis. 
since Bj~ realizes pj,~ and C(pj.~)>j. there is a, EB, , ,  such that t(fii)=p~. 
Choose B~ to be an L*-elementary submodel of llj, ~ that is prime over ¢~r B~ 
omits pj,, since by Corollary 2.1.10 B~ only realizes L*-types of complexity less 
than j + 1. Thus B i~ Bt,~. 
13y Lcmma 2.1.4 B realizes every L*-type of K of complexity less than or equal 
[0  II. 
Lemma 2.1.12. Let K~{/ .  f f  pc  ~(K) is such that C(p)>,n+l ,  then ttlere is 
q ~ S(K) such that C(q) = m for at~y m "~: tz. 
Proof, Wc argue by induction on n. "l-he base step is trivial since K always has 
L*-types of complexity 0. Now assume the theorem for n -1  and suppose 
C(p)>~n+l.  Then there is rE S(K) srch that C( r )=n-1 .  We must find an 
L*-type whose complexity is n. Let B be a model of K such that B is prime over a 
finite subset of itself /~ and t(b)= r. Let K* = K(B)LJ{c¢= a: a ~ B}. where c is a 
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new constant symbol. We claim that there is qcS(K)  such that c(q)>n- I  and 
K'  locally realizes q. Suppose not. Then since S(K) is countable, there is a 
countable model of K ~, say (D, c) such that (D, c) omits every L*-t:  e in S(K) of 
complexity greater than n - 1. Since (D, c) omits p, D is not saturate. J  By Lemma 
2.1.7 D is prime over some finite subset of itself d. C(d) <~ n-  1. Since B realizes r
and C(r) -- n - l, by Lemma 2.1.11 and the inductive hypothesis B realizes every 
L*-type of complexity less than n. In particular there is ~ B such that t(~) ---- t(d), 
Let Bo be prime over ~ such that Bo<L,B. Since (D, c) is a model of K ~, c~ B, 
and hence B<~,D, Thus IIO'~L* D and Bo is isomorphic to D. By Lemma 2.1.6 D 
must realize all L*-types. This contradicts C(p)> n. 
Now let q he as above. Let F(~, c, ~,) isolate q with respec'~ to K ' .  Thus 
K'  U{(::Ig)F(~, c, ~,)} is consistent 
and 
K" k 0g~)(F(& c, ~)---~ G(~)) for Gcq. 
Let (D, c> be a model of K" LJ{(:I,~)F(~, c, ~.)}. Then B~<I,D. Clearly c c_ D-B .  
By condition (iv) on K. (g, r)<**(D, r). Thus 
(D, r) ~ (Oy)(::l:~)F(~i, y, ~). 
Thus 
K'(~) U {(Qy)(::I~)F(& y, ~)} is consistent. (1) 
For all elcmcnts d ~ D - B (D, d) ~ K*. Thus by condition (iv) on K 
K'(6) t- (O.*y)(V_~J(F(& y, ~.) ~ G(:~)) for G ~ q. (2) 
Hence by (1) and (2) (Oy, F(~, y, _~)) weakly isolates q relati.,e to K'(t~). By 
I.emma 2.1.9 C(q)~ C(r)+ I. Since C(r)= n--1 and C(q)~ n. (~(q)~ n. 
Lemma 2.1.13. Let K~K. Let B be a model of K. If p~S(K) is such that B 
realizes p attd C(p) >~ n, then B realizes et, ery type of complexity less than or equal 
tO n. 
Proof. Use l,cmmas 2.1.11 and 2,1.12. 
2.2. Using complexity 
Definition 2,2.1. Let K ~ ~ and let B be a model of K. The complexity of B, C(B) 
is the least ordinal a such that if p is an L*-type realized by B, then C(p)<~ a. 
Similarly, the complexity of K is the least ordinal a such that if pc  S(K), then 
C(pI<~a. By condition (iii) on Ke~{, C(Kl<~to. 
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Theorem 2.2.2 (The generalization of Morley's theorem), Let K ~ ~. Let B and D 
denote countable models of K. 
(i) If ~ <~ C(K), then there is B such that C(B)= c~. 
(it) If C (B)~ C(D) and B is not L* saturated, then B can be L*-elementarily 
embedded in D. 
(iii) If C(B) = C(D) < C(K), then B is isomorphic to D. 
(iv) If C(B) = C(D) = oJ, then B is isomorphic to D. 
(vl If C(B) = ~o or C(B)< C(KL then B is L*-homogeneous. 
Proof. (i) If c~ = o~ let B be the countable L*-saturated model of K. If ~ < ~o. then 
b'y Lemma 2.1.12 there exists p ~ S(K) such that C(p) = ~. Then in some model 
.~!, some c~ ~ M realizes p. Let B be prime over a. By Corollary 2.1.10 C(B) = c~. 
(it) Since B is not saturated there is d~B such that B is prime over a. By 
Lemma 2.1.13 D realizes t(~). Thus B can be elementarily embedded in D. 
(iii) Since C(B)<C(KL  B is not L*-saturated. Thus by (it) B can be L*- 
elementarily embedded in D and vice versa. Thus if B is not isomorphic to D. 
then D is isomorphic to a proper L*-elementary submodel of itself. Then by 
Lemma 2.1.6 C(D)= C(K). This is a contradiction. 
(iv) If C(BI = to. then by Corollary 2,1.10 B is not prime over a finite subset of 
itself. Thus by Lemma 2.1.7 B is L*-saturated. Of course, D is also L*-saturated. 
Thus B is isomorphic to D, 
(v) If C(B)= o~, then B is L*-saturated and thus B is L*-homogeneous. Now 
suppose C(B)<C(KL  Let a ,b ,c~B such that t(a)=t(b). We must find dc  B 
such that t(e/a)= t(d/b). We work in K(&). Let (_,~ stand for complexity with 
respect o K(fi). (B, ~)and (B. b) both satisfy K(at. if t(c/~) is omitted by (B./~). 
then (i~ (B [~))< (~((B, d)), Thus there is an L*-clcmcntary embedding / of B 
into B sending I~ to ~. Clearly f is not onto. Let Bo bc f[B]. "[hen B,,;¢~ ,B and B,, 
is isomorphic to B. Thus by Lemma 2.1.6 B realizes all L*-types of K. This 
contradicts CIB)< C(K), So there is d~/3  such that t(c/a) = t(d/b). 
The following corollary gives a condition that implies the generalization of the 
Baldwin-Lach an theorem. 
Corollary 2.2.3. Lel K ~_ :~(. If C(K) = oJ or C( K ) = O, then the countable models of 
K are characterized up to isomorphism by their complexity; there are exactly I or ¢o 
countable models o1 K, each of which is L*-homogeneous; every countable L*- 
elementary exte~:on of the countable L*-saturated model is L*-saturated. 
ProoL Note that if C(K)=: O, then K has just one model which is both prime and 
L*-saturated. 1"o prove the last statement, let C(K) = o~ and let M be a countable 
L*-saturated model. Then C(M)=o~. if M<; . ,N ,  then C(N)=oJ.  Thus by 
Theorem 2.2.2(iv) N is L*-saturated. 
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3. Some theorems o! Shelah 
3.(}. Introduction 
In this section we develop some theorems of Shelah that are needed for the 
generalization of Marsh's theorem. We will be working with types over infinite 
sets for the first time. It is at this point that the infinitary problem differs the most 
from the finitary one, Not only do we not have the Compactness theorem 
available, but also the Barwise Compactness theorem is of no use because any 
admissible fragment that contained all the parameters that we wanted would 
contain formulas with infinitely many parameters. We will have to make do with a 
model existence lemma of Morley. in finitary logic an oh-categorical theory T has 
only countably many types ovcr any countable set. Thls is no longer true in the 
infinitary case as Example 5.1.1 will show. However, if we assume that 2~< 2 °', 
we will be able to show that T has only countably many types over some 
countable model. (If T~ 3-. then this model is the countable LA-saturated model 
of 1,) The problem is that an infinitary theory may not have a model that realizes 
all of its types, in this discussion we have been a little loose with the word 'type'. 
We really mean L*-type for some unspecified fragment L*. For example, if T~ ff 
then we mean LA-type. 
3.1. Model stability 
The results of Shelah in this section are reformulations of results in [18] and 
[20]. 
Definition 3.1.1. Let 1 be an L*-completc theory for some countable fragment 
L*. A theory 1 is model stable itT for every countable model of T, say M, T(M) 
has only countably many L*(M)-types. 
Theorem 3.1.2 (Keisler). Let L* be a countable fragment. IS" T is an L *-complete 
theory that has less than 2 '~, models of power oJ I. then every model of T realizes at 
most countably many L*-types. 
Proof. See [6]. 
Proposition 3.1.3. Assume that 2 ~ <2 '°,. Let T be a countable ~-categorical 
theory in L~,~. Suppose .~,'! is a model of T and B is a countable subset of M. Then 
.tl realizes at most countably nzany LA(B)-types. 
Proof. By Theorem 3,1.2 it suffices to show that T(B) has less than 2 ~, models of 
power col. Any model of T(B) of power o h may be regarded as the unique model 
of 7 of power oh together with interpretations for the constant symbols in B. 
Sinct m'~'=2~<2 %, there are less than 2 ~, such interpretations, and thus less 
than 2 ~' models of T(B) of power o h.  
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Definition 3,1.4, Let L* be a fixed countable fragment. We say that the diagram 
N 
yL  ~ 
h 
M --"> B, 
where h is an L*-elementary embedding of M into B can hc amalgamated ill' 
there exists an L*-elementary extension of Ill, say C, such that h can be extended 
to an L*-elementary embedding of N into C. Let T be an L*-complete theory. T 
has the amalgamation property iff all diagrams of the above form can be 
amalgamated when N and B are countable models of T. 
Theorem 3,1.5 (Shelah). Assume that 2" <2 '°,, Let T be an L*-complete theory 
for some countable fragment L *. If T is to-categorical and to~-categorical, then T 
has the amalgamation property. 
Proposition 3.1.6 (Shelah). Assume 2~< 2"'. If T is a countable theory that is 
to~-categorical nd to-categorical, then T is model stable. 
Proof. Use Proposition 3.1.3 and Theorem 3.1.5. 
We shall develop Shelah's notion of rank for model stable theories. Wc first 
state the model existence lemma of Morley. Recall that we arc using a stronger 
than usual definition of fragment. 
Lemma 3.1.7. (Morley). Let T be a finitely consistent heory contained in a 
countable fragment L*. If for every valid disjunction V H~ F,(L*~ there is G~ H 
such that G c T. then T has a model. 
Proof. See [15]. 
Definition 3.1.8. Let L* be a fixed countable fragment and let 7" be a fixed 
L*-eomplete theory. The rank of F(~)~ I:,,(L*). denoted R(F). is defined as 
follows. 
(i) R(F)>~O iff TU{/f'} is consistent. 
(ii) R(F)>~a, where& is al imit ordinal, iff R(F)~I3 for all ~a .  
(iii) R (F ) :~ ,+I  iff 
(a) there is G~.I';,(L*) such that R(FAG) . : ;~  and R(FA -G) ~a; and 
(b) for all valid disjunctions V Hc~[~,(L*). there is 1~!-! such that 
R(FA I )~a.  
(iv) R (F )=- I  iff not R(F)>~O. 
(v) R (F )=~ iff for all ordinals a, R(F) ~-a. 
(vi) R(F)=a iff R(F)~a and not R(F)~a+I .  
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Clause (iii)(b) is motivated by Lemma 3.1.7. 
The next two lemmas are easy to prove. 
Lemma 3.1.9. Fix L* and T as in Definition 3.1.3. If there is F~ F,(L*) such that 
R ( F) = ct, a an ordinal, then for all [3 < ct, there is G ~ F,( L*) such that R(G) =/3. 
Lemmn 3.1.10. Fix L* and T as in Definition 3.1.3. There is a < tom such that if F 
is a formula in F,,(L*) and R(F)>a,  then R(F)=:¢.  
Theorem 3.1.11, Fix L* and T as in Definition 3.1.8. If T has only countably 
many L*-types, then every formula in L* has a rank less than ¢o~. 
Proof.  Suppose not. Then some F~ F,,(L*) has rank :c. By Lemma 3.1.10 there is 
an ct<to~ such that for all G~F,(L*) ,  if R (G)>a.  then R(G)=~.  Let 
(V H , : /<to)  be a list of the valid disjunctions in F,(L*). For each finite s~2 ~' we 
define F, e F,,(L*) by induction on the length of s. Let F~ = F. Now suppose that 
'/e have F,, where l ( x )= i+ l  and R(F~)>t~. Then R(F~)>a+2. Thus there 
exists I~H,  such that R(F. A I J>a+ I. Also there exists G~F,(L*)  such that 
R(F, A I / ' ,G)>a and R(F , /x lA~GJ>a.  Let F~xo> be FA I^G and let F~x~> be 
FAIA ' - .G .  
For each f~ 2" let Pt ={F,: f l i  = s for some /<to}. By an easy application of 
Lcmma 3.1.7 each Pr is consistent with T. Since each valid disjunction is 
witnessed, pj is also complete. If f~  g. then Pt is not consistent with p~. Thus T has 
uncountal~ly many L*-types, which is a contradiction. 
Definit ion 3.1.12.  Let B~<~.. C where L* is a fragment of L~,o,. C is an L*-prime 
proper exlension of B ilt for all D such that B<~D there is an L*-elcmentary 
embedding of C into D that is the identity on B. 
Theorem 3.1.13 (Shelah). Assume 2 '~ <2 "~,. Let T~ ,ft. If T is to-categorical, then 
every countable model of T has an L~-prinze proper extension. 
Proof. Let B be a countable model of T. By Proposition 3.1.6 and Theorem 
3.1.11 all formulas in La(B) have rank less than ~c. Choose F(x)~FI(LA(B)) of 
minimal rank among those formulas of F~(LA(B)) fo" which there is a model N 
and an element b~N-B such that B<LAN and N ~F(b). Let a =R(F) .  Let 
q = {G ~ F~(L.~(B)): R(FA G)~a}.  We first show that for all b and N as above, 
q = t~b/Bl. By the minimality of F. t(bIB) is a subset of q. Since t(b/B) is 
La(B)-complete. it suffices to show that for all G ~ F~(LA(B)) G~ q or ~G~ q. 
Since not R(F)>~ a + 1 one of Definition 3.1.8 (iii)(a) or (iii)(b) fails. We show that 
it is the former which fails. Let V He F~(LA(B)) be a valid disjunction. Then for 
some I ~ H, N ~ F(b) A l(b). Thus R(F A 1)>i a. So Definition 3.1.8(iii)(a) fails and 
we are done. 
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Let C be a prime model of T(BU{b}). C exists by Proposition 3.1.6. We claim 
that C is an LA-prime proper extension of B. Suppose that B~.~D.  It suffices to 
show that t(b/B) is realized by D. By Corc~llary 1.3.4 (B, r) ~ (Qx)F(x). Thus again 
by Corollary 1.3.4 there is b'~ D-  B such that D k F(b'). But then t(b'/B) ~ q 
t(b/B). 
Definition 3.1.14. An L-structure N is L*-model homogeneous, for some frag- 
ment L*, itt for all L*-elementary submodels of N of smaller cardinality than N, 
say B and C~ if [ is an isomorphism from 11 onto C, then [ can he extended to an 
automorphism of N. 
Theorem 3.1.15 (Shelah [20]). Assume 2" <2°% Let Te  :~-. If T is to-categorical 
and ix' is the ,nique model of T of power to~. then N is La-model homogeneous. 
Corollary 3.1.16, Assume 2 `° < 2 °'' and let T be as in the above theorem. Let M be 
an L *-elementary submodel of ix', where N is the unique model of T of power to~. If 
~, b ~ N ~,re such that t(ii/M) = t(b/ML then there is an automorphism o[ iX which is 
the idemity on M and maps ~ to b, 
If T~ ~- is a finitary theory, then its unique model of power to t is homogeneous. 
However, Example 5.1.1 which is due to Marcus shows that there is an infinitary 
theory Te  9 whose unique model of power to~ is not L,~-homogeneous. How- 
ever, Theorem 3.1.15 is a useful alternative. 
3.2. Ex~ending models of theories in ff 
The rest of this section will be devoted to proving the following theorem of 
Shclah [19]. 
Theorem 3.2.1 (Shelah). Let Te  ft. Every model o[ 7 of power toj has a proper 
L,,,,~,,-elementary extension. 
Before proving Theorem 3.2.1 we make some definitions and prove some 
lemmas. One should notice that by Theorem 1.0.!3 i! is harmless to assume that 
T is w-categorical. 
Definition 3.2.2. Let L* be a fragment of 1 ...... A continuous L*-elemcntary chain 
(M,,: a<to~) is said to be an L*-represenmtion of an L-s:ructure iX' ilt i x= 
I,.J,,~, M,,. Now let (M~: a < o9~) be a fixed L*-representatio~ of the L-structure 
N. The sig:mture of iX'. S(N), is 
{t~ <to~: there is a~N-M, ,  such that for all B, 
if ,'~t,.<~ l ,  B<j~ iX, then a e: B}. 
Lemma 3,2.3, Let 2~ be the closed unbounded filter on tot. Let N be an L-structure 
of power to~ and let L* be a fragment of L,~,o,. Then S(N ) rood ?T depends only on 
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the isomorphism type of N and the fragment L*, not on the 1.* -representation of N. 
In other words, if N is isomorphic to N', then A = {¢~ < toj: ce ~ S(N) iff ce ~ S(N')} 
contains a closed unbounded set. 
Proof. Let (M,~: a<to~)  and (M' :  a<tot )  be L*-representations of N and N'  
respectively. Let f be an isomorphism from N onto N'. Then C= 
{a <to~: f [M . ]=M'}~$; .  Clearly C is a subset of A. Thus A ~.  
Lemma 3.2.4. If T is an to-categorical theory in a fragment L* and has art 
uncountable model, then T has a model N of power to~ such that S(N) rood ~ =: 
0 rood ~. 
Proof. We first show that there are countable models of T, B, B~ for i<  to such 
that I"), .... B, =B and if i< j<to ,  then B~L.  Bj<~i.B~. Let M be a model of 7 
whose universe is toz and let (M. :  a<to] )  be an L*-representation of M. Let 
L'= LU{R.  <}, where both R and < are new binary relation symbols. Expand 
.1,1 to an L'-structure M'  so that: 
(i) M 'ha  </3 iff t~ </3; and 
0il M'~Rtc~./3)iff/3 c M~. 
Let F be a sentence in L ' .~ that is equivalent o saying: 
(iii) < is a linear order; 
(iv) for all x. the solution set of R(x, y) is a model of T; 
(v) for all x.z  if x<z.  then the solution set of R(x,y)  is a proper L*- 
elementary submodel of the solution set of R(z, y!; and 
(vit for all y there is a least x such that R(x, y) holds. 
Clearly M' ~ F. Since the order type of < in M'  is to t, by the undefinability of 
well.order [6. Theorem 12]. there exists a countable model of T t.J {F} say C' that 
contains a copy of the rational numbers. Choose a sequence (d,: i<  to) from C" 
such that i< i  implies C 'k  d~ < d~ and (d~: i<to)  has a lower be, mdd in C'. Let 
1 = {x ~ C': for all i < to. C' ~ x < d,}. Define B,. for each i < (o, to oe the submodel 
of C determined by R(d.  C'I. Since C' is countable B~ is also. By (iv) /!~ is a 
model of T. By (v) if i < j. then B ,~ ~.B,. Define B = ~,~ R(i, C'). By (iii)-(v) B is 
a model of T. By (v) and (vi) B = 0 , .~  Bi. 
We now build a continuous L*-elemcntary chain of countable models of T, 
(M~: a < to~). by induction on t~. Let M,,= B. If a is a limit let M~ = Uv.:~ Mr- If 
a =/3 + 1 let f~ be an isomorphism from B onto Mt~. This is possible since T is 
to-categorical. Choose iV/,, so that ]~ can be extended to an isomorphism ]~ 
from Bo onto M.. ~.et N-~ I J ....... /If,,. S (N~mod,~=0mod~ since for all a 
and all a e N - M. there exists i < to such that a~ f.  [B;] and 
Lemma 3.2.5. if T is an w-categorical theory in a fragment L*, T has an 
uncountable model, and no uncountable model of T has a proper L *-elementary 
extension, then T has a model N' of power toi sl4ch that S(N') mod .~ = (o~ mod ~. 
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Proot. Let ~ be the class of triples (M,N ,a}  such that M is a model of 
T, M<L.N,  N is countable, and a ~ N-M.  Let < be a partial order on ap such 
that (M, N, a}<<.(M ', N', a'} ilt M<L.M',  N-< L.N', and a = a'. Since no uncount- 
able model of T has a proper L*-elementary extension, ~ has a maximal 
element, say (Bo, B~, a). We build a continuous L*-elementary chain (/I,/,: o~ < 
coj) of countable models of T by induction on a. Let A/,,=Bt~. If a is a limit 
ordinal let M,~ = U~,. ,~ My. If a =/~+1 let /~ be an isomorphism from B0 onto 
M~. This is possible since T is to-categorical. Choose 114, so that ~j can be extended 
to an isomorphism f~ from B~ onto M,.  Clearly (M e, M,~, fn(a)} is maximal. Let 
N '= U ...... M,,. For all fl<to~ and all countable C such that Ml~rCL.C<~..S', 
ftq(a} ~ (7, since otherwise (Mt~, M,~, f~(a))<(C, b,'~, [ata)), where N'~ is a counta- 
ble L*-elementary submodel of N'  that contains C and fn(a). This contradicts the 
maximality of (M~, M,, f~(a)}. Thus S(N') rood o~ = to t rood .~. 
Proot o |  Theorem 3.2.1. Without loss of generality we assume that T is oJ- 
categorical. By Lemma 3.2.4 T ha,. a model N of power to~ such that 
S(N) mod o~ = 0. By Lemma 3.2.3, since T is ~orcategorical, T does not have a 
model N' such that S (N ' )mod.~= to~ mod ft. Thus by Lemma 3.2.5 T has a 
model of power o~ that has a proper LA-elementary extension. But this model is 
unique up to isomorphism. 
4. 2"he generalization of Marsh's theorem 
4.0. b~troduction 
Let ff be as in Section 1 and let K be as in Section 2. In this section, whenever 
possible we will state de~nitions and results in terms of ~. However. occasionally we 
will need the stronger properties of ~-. Of course, any result that holds for ~ will 
also hold for ~. 
In Section 2 we gave a complete description of tile countable models of K ~: :~ 
provided that C(K} = 0 or C(K) = ¢o. In this section wc will show that if K has a 
non-principal strongly minimal formula without parameters and K has an un- 
countable model with a proper L*-elementary extension, then C(KI = co. Assum- 
ing 2" < 2 ~' we will show that if '/'~ 3, then some finite inessential expansion of T 
has this property or has complexity 0. This gives the generalization of Marsh's 
theorem. The assumption that 2 '~ < 2", is needed only for the results from Section 
3 that wc use. 
4,1. Strongly minimal/brmulas 
Definition 4.1.1. Let K ~ 3{. Suppose B is a model of K and a E B. A formula 
F(x)~ L*(~) is a strongly minimal formula fol K ill" for all G(x, ~le t,*(~) (i) and 
(ii~ hold, 
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(i) (Qx)F(x) is consistent with K'(a). 
(ii) K'(~) t- (V~)(~(QxJ(F(x)A G(x, ~))v~(Ox)(F(x?A ~-G(x. ~))). 
When the theory is clear from the context we may neglect to mention it. 
Example 4.1.2. If K is the finitary theory of algebraically closed fields of 
characteristic (1, then x ~-x is a strongly minimal formula. If K is the finitary 
theory of differentially closed fields of characteristic 0, then D(x) = x is a strongly 
minimal formula. 
Lemma 4.1.3. Let T6 ft. Assume 2° '<2 ~,. Let M be a countable L~-saturated 
model of T. Then T(M) is ~o,-categorical nd every L,~ (M)-type of T(M) is weakly 
isolated. In particular T(M) has only countably many LA(M)-types. 
Proof. To show that T(M) is ¢o~-categorical it suffices to show that if B and C are 
two countable LA -saturated L,~ -elementary submodels of a model of T of power ~o~, 
:y N, then any isomorphism from B onto C can be extended to an automorphism 
of ~%. Let F be a Scott sentence for M. By Theorem 1.(I.13 N~ F. Clearly F is 
L.,,,~,-complete. Let A* be a countable admissible set containing F. Then {G~ 
F,(LA,): F I- G} ~ ft. Then by Theorem 3.1.15 N is LA.-model homogeneous. To 
complete the proof we will show that B and C are LA.-elementary submodels of 
N. Consider any formula G(Y,)~L,~. and a~1y a~B.  There exists a countable 
L,~.-elcmentary submodel of N .D  which contains & Since D ~ F, D is L,~- 
saturated. Thus there is an isomorphism from B onto D that fixes ~. Thus 
BI: G(~) ilt D t: G(~) ill* ?,' 1= G(~). Hence B<L, .N .  The same argument shows 
C<~ ~.N. 
Since T(M) is ¢o~-categorical, every LA(MJ-type realized by an uncountable 
model of T(M) is weakly isolated. By Theorem 1.2.6 e~ery coun'able model of 
T(M) has an L~-elementary extension, and hence an L,~(M)-ele,aentary exten- 
sion. to an uncountable mode'. Thus every L,x(M)-typc of T(M) is weakly 
isolated. 
Theorem 4.1.4. Assmne 2'*'<2 ~'. Let Tc  J .  Then T has a strongly minimtd 
formula. 
Proo|.  I.c1 M be a countable L,~-saturated model of T. Choose a formula 
F(x)c F~(LA(M)) such that 
~i) T'(~%l) I- (QxjF(x) and 
(ii) if GcF j (L~(M))  and T'(M)~-(Qx)G(x). then R(F)<~R(G). 
Suppose F~L,~(a)  for some aEM.  We show that F is a strongly minimal 
formula. By Lemma 4.1.3 and Theorem 3.1.11 R(F) is an ordinal, say a. We 
claim that not R(F)>~a+I because (iii)(a) of Definition 3.1.8 fails, i.e., not 
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because (iii)(b) fails. To see this, suppose that V H is a valid disjunction in 
Fj(LA (M)). Then 
T'(M) t- (Qx)(Ftx)^ V tt(x)). 
Thus T ' (M)k (Ox)(F(x)^G(x)) for some G~H.  Thus by the choice of F, a = 
R(F)<~R(FAG). So (iii)(a) must fail. Thus for all formulas G(x,/~), where 
G(x, 9) ~ FI(LA) and b~ M, R(F(x)"~ G(x, b))< a or R(F(x)^ --G(x, b))< ct. By 
the choice of F and the fact that T'(M) is LA(M)(Q)-complcte, 
T'(M) k -~(Qx)(F(x) AG(x, t~))v~.(Qx)(F(x)^ ~.G(x, /~)) for all /~  M. 
Thus 
Hence 
(M, r) ~ (Vy)(~(Qx)(F(x)^ G(x, ~))v ~(Qx)(F(x)A ~G(x, ~))). 
T'(fi) ! - (Vy)(~(Oxl(F(x)^ G(x, ~))v~(Ox)(F(x)/', ~G(x.  ~))). 
This completes the proof. 
Definit ion 4.1.5.  Let K ~ 9/'. Suppose that B is a model of K and C, D, and E arc 
subsets of B. Let G(x,~)~L* and let b~B. G(x, bl is small iff 
K'(b) k ~(Qx)G(x/~). We say that an element a ~ B is dependem on C over D lit 
there is a small formula G~L*(CUD)  realized by a. The element aEB is 
independent of Cover D iff a is not dependent on C over D. C is independent over 
D iff for all b~ C. b is independcnt of C-{b} over D. A basis of C over D is a 
subset E of C such that E is independent over D and for all c c (" c is dependent 
on E over D. 
q'he next proposition shows that our definition of dependence is closely related 
to Knight's definition of closure [7]. 
Proposition 4.1.6. Let K ~ 3{. Suppose N is an uncountable model o[ K and 
a, 6 ~ N. Then a is dependent on g iff for all L *-elememary stdn~mdels of ~, . say B. 
if i-~e B, then a ~ B. 
Proof. Supposc a is dependent on /~. Then there is a small formula G(x. 6~c 
L*(b) such that a realizes G(x. 6). By Definition 2.0.1(iv), if B<t~.~,'. then any 
element of N that realizes G(x, b) is in B. Thus a E B. 
Now suppose that a is independent of/~. Let B be an L*-elcmentary submodel 
of P~ that is prime over I~. If a~ B wc arc done. Suppose a ~ B. By Lemma 2.1.5 
and the downward Liiwenheirn-Skolem theorem, we can lind a countable L*- 
saturated model M such that B~j ,M.<t ,N .  Since a c B, a realizes a formula 
G(x,b)~L*(6) which isolates t(a/b). Since a is independent of /~, (B,r)  l= 
(Ox)G(x, b). Thus by Definition 2.0.1(iv), there exists a '¢  M-B  which realizes 
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G(x, fO. Thus t(a/b) = t(a'/b). Since M is L*-saturat~,~d there is an automorphism f 
of M which fixes/~ and sends a' to a. Let B' be f[21]. Then B' .<.  M-< L* N, b ~ B', 
and since a' c M-  B, a ~ N-  B'. 
Proposition 4.1.'/. Let K ~ ~f. Suppose that B is a model of K, ~ c: B, and F(x, ~ is 
a strongly minimal formula for K. Let 6~ F(B, ~) be independent over ft. Then 
t(b/~) depends only on the length of b. 
Prooi. We argue by induction on the length of /~. if I(/~)=0, t:aen t(b/ft)= K(d) 
and we are done. Now suppose /~= ? -d .  Since d is independent of ~ over ft. d 
does not realize any small formulas in L*(c i - f ) .  Using the strong minimality of 
F(x. 4) and the fact that c realizes F(x, a) we conclude tha~ 
t(b/a) = {G(ff. x)~ L*(a): K(a - e) F (Qx)(F(x. a)^ G(e, x))}. 
Since by the inductive hypothesis t(~/ft) depends only on the length of c7, this 
characterization depends only on the length of /7. 
The following is a reformulation of a theorem of Knight [7]. 
Theorem 4.1.8. Let Ke~[. Suppose B is a model of K, f t~B, and F(x, ft) is a 
strongly minimal formula for K. Assume that K has an uncountable model with a 
proper L*-elementary extension. If C is a subset of F(B, ft), then any two bases of C 
ouer 6 have the same cardinality. 
Proo|. h suttees to .,,how the following three facts, where D and E are subsets of 
C. 
(i) If b ~/9. then b is dependent on D over 6. 
(ii) If b~C is dep" ndent on D o~er ci and each d~D is dependent on E over 
& then b is dependent on E over 6. 
(iii) If c, d~ C d is dependent on EU{c} over 6. and d is independent of E 
over & then c is dependent on EU{d} over 4. 
Since K'(b~ I---(Ox)x = b, (i) holds, We now show (ii), Let b be dependent on 
d~D over ft. So there is a formula G(x, yt~L*(a)  such that 
K'(a - b -d)  F G(b, d)A(V~;)- (Ox)G(x, ~)). (1~ 
Suppose that each d, ~ d, i<  I(d), is dependent on ~ e E over a. Then there are 
formulas H,(y,, ~.)~ L*(al such that 
K'(a ~ d, -~)~- H,(d,. #)A(V~)(~(Oy,)H~(y,, ~')) for i < l(~t). (2) 
Let l(x, ~) be the formula 
A H,(y,,~)/,,G(x,~). 
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Clearly b realizes (39)I(x,  9). Suppose not 
K'(~ - ~) t- ~ (Ox)(::lg)l(x, 9). (3) 
Then 
g ' (a  - #) ~- (Ox)(39)l(x. 9). 
Finally by (2) and a simple induction on the length of ~ we conch, de thai 
But then 
K'(~) t- (39)(Ox)G(x,  9). 
This contradicts (1), Thus (3) must hold and we are done. 
Finally we show (iii), We adapt an argument of Knight [7] to our context. 
Assume that d is dependent on ~-c  for some ~E.  Let G(x ,c ,~. f i )~ 
L* (c -~-  (~) be a small formula that is realized by d. Let N be an uncountable 
model of K with a proper L*-elementary extension N'. We may assume that 
~7. c, d, ~ N. since there is a countable L*-saturated model M such that ,~I-< ~.N 
and some L*-elementary submodel of B containing d, c, d, and f7 can he L*- 
elementarily embedded into ,~i. Suppose that 
5 ~ ~(O.y)(F(y, ~)A G(d, y, ~, fi)). 
Then (' is dependent on d - ~ over d and we arc done. Also if c is dependent on 2 
over ~, then we are done, So assume that c is independent of/;  over d and that 
~%' ~ (Lty)(F(y. fi)A G(d, y, ~, a)). 
By the strong minimality of /-'(x, 6) 
,~, b ~-(Oy~(F(y. ¢2)/,,-G(d, y, ~. c~). 
By Definition 2.0.1(iv), for any formula H(x~6 L* (NL  N~(Ox JH(x l  iff there is 
b ~ N' - N such that N' ~ l-t(b). So therc exists d' ~ F(N' .  ~-~ ) -. N which is indepen- 
dent of ? over ~. Sincc d was assumed indcpcndcnt of E over d. by Proposition 
4,1.7 t(d/~ - d ) = t(d'/~ - fi 1. Therefore 
~" ~ ~(Oy)(F(y, d)A ~O(d ' .  y, ~, (])). (4~ 
This uses the fact that K' admits the elimination of O. Also 
N' ~ - - (Qx)G(x,  c, ~, fi), 
For each c~ < ~o~ there is a distinct c,, E F(/~,'. 6) such that c,, is indept:ndent of L; 
over ~. This follows from Definition 2.0,1(iv) and the fact that ]~' can be 
represented as an uncountable L*-elementary chain. By Proposition 4.1.7 for 
each ~<o~.  t (c /~-6)=t (c J~dL  Thus for each o¢<~,  
~; ~ ~(Ox)G(x ,  c., ~, ~) 
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and 
N'  I = ~G(d ' ,  c,, 6, ~). 
Thus 
N'  F (Qy)(F(y, 6)^ ~G(d', y, & ci). 
But this contradicts (4). 
Corollary 4.1.8. The conclusion of the previous theorem holds for K and K(b) if 
KE f f  and bEB. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2.1 every uncountable model of K has a proper L.a- 
elementary extension. 
Definition 4.1.9. Let K E ~f. K is good if[ some uncountable model of K has a 
proper L*-elementary extension. 
4.2. Using strongly minimal formulas 
Definition 4.2.1. Let K E 9/" be good. Suppose that B is a model of K, ~ e B, and 
F(x. d) is a strongly minimal formula for K. The F(x, a)-dimension of B, denoted 
dimt~.,~b(B) is the cardinality of any basis over fi of F(B. d). 
Definition 4,2.2. Suppose KE3{ and F(x) is a strongly minimal formula for K. 
F(x) is a strongly minimal formula without parameters iff F(x)EL*.  F(x) is 
non-principal iff the unique L*-type realized by an independent element of the 
solution set of F(x) is not isolated. 
Lemraa 4.2.3. Let K E~C be good. Suppose B is a model of K and F(x) is a 
non-priticipal strongly minimal formula without parameters for K. if b E F(B), b is 
independent, and the length of f9 is n. then C(b)= n. 
PtooL Let /~=(b,: i<n). We shall first prove that C(b)<~n by showing that 
( (Ox, , ) . ' '  (Ox, 1), A , , ,  (F(x,)Axi = y,)) weakly isolates t(/~) where the y~ are the 
type variables. By the definition of strongly minimal formula (Qx~)F(x~) is 
consistent with K'. Thus 
(Ox.) • • - (Qx,, j)(3y.) • • " (3y,,_~)A (F(x~)^xj =y~) 
is consistent with K'. This ch~cks the consistency property of weakly isolating. 
Now let (B,: i,~ ~J) be an L*-eiementary chain of distinct models of K. Choose 
a, E B,~ t - B~, for i < n. Let fi = (a~: i < n). By Definition 2.0. l(iv) a is indepen- 
dent. If ti E F(II,,). then by Proposition 4.1.7 t(c~)= ;(/~). Thus 
B ~ (Vxo  E B l - B(,) " " • (Vx .  _ ~ E B,, - B,,_ l ) (V  Yo) " " " (Vy .  ~) 
(A  ... . . .  y° for a, 
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Again by Definit ion 2.0.1(iv) 
K' I -  (O'x,,) • • - (Q*x,_l)(Vy~) • " • (Vy,, ,) 
( ,A(F(x , )^x,=y, ) - ->G(yo . . . . .  y,,__,)) for all G~t( /~) .  
This checks the completeness condit ion of weakly isolating. 
We now show by induction on n that C(/~)~- n. If n = 1 this follows from the 
fact that F is non-principal.  Assume the conclusion for m. Suppose n = m + I and 
C(/~) < n. Let /~ denote the first i e lements  of/~, for i < n. Let D be a pr ime model 
of K(/~,,). Then by the inductive hypothesis and Corol lary 2.1.10, COD)= m. 
Also, by Lemma 2.1.13. D realizes t(/~). Thus d iml : (D)~>m + 1. So by Lemma 
2.1.7 there exists b'~ F(D) such that b' is independent  of /~,,,. There is a formula 
G(.L y )~L*  such that G(/~,,, y ) i so lates  t(b'/l~,,,). Let /-t(.~. Y) be the formula 
,A  (F(xi)Ax, = y,)A G(.~, y,,,). 
where £={x~: i<m} and .~={yi : i~<m}. Since G(bm.y)  isolates t(b'/b,,,) and 
((Ox,)." " (Qx,, ~)./~ .... (F(x,)^x, = y,)) weakly isolates t(/~,,}, aw~ argument  vcry 
similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1.9 shows that ( (Ox , , ) . . . (Ox , ,  j ) .  H(£. 9}) 
weakly isolates 1(/7,,-b'). By Proposit ion 4.1.7 t(b,,,-b'}= t(/~). We shall look at 
two cases, each of which will lead to a contradict ion. Thus c(/~) is not less than n. 
Case 1. 
K' F (Ox,  l. • • (Ox,,, 2)(By,,) • • • (~y,, 0(Ox,, _0(:ly,,)H(.~, y). 
Using the fact that ( (Ox , , ) . ' .  (Qx,,, ~). H(,~, f))  wcakly isotatcs t(/~ and thzn 
universal quanti l icrs can bc moved outside O*-quanti l iers.  
K ' t - (O*x . ) . -  • (Q*x,, 2 ) (Vyo) ' " '  (Vy , , ,  0(Q'x,,, ~)(Vy,,,) 
(H(.L ~)-'-->I(27)) for all l~r(/~., - b~). 
Thus 
K' F (O*x.)  - • • (Q'x,. 2)(Vy.) " • ' (Vy,,= l)((Ox,. ~)(3y,. ) 
/-I(.L ~)--. l(y~ ...... Y., l)) for all IE  l(b.,). 
Thus ((Qx,,)...(Qx,,, 2). (Qx,. ~)(:ly,,,)H(.f. 27)) weakly isolates t(/~,,,). lhu~ 
C(b,,,) ~< m-  1. This contradicts the inductive hypothesis. 
Case 2. K'  I- (Q'x()) • • • (Q'x,,, 2)(Vyo) • • • (Vy,,, i ) - (Qx,~ i)(:iy,,, )H(~. 9). 
Note that Case 2 is just not Case 1. We define an L* -e lementary  chain of models 
of K. (B,: i < m). by downward induction on i. Choose B,,, ) to contain /~,,, ~ "° b,.. 
Giveu B,, for 1< i<  m. let B, ) bc an L*-e lementary submodcl  of B, which is 
prime over /~, =. Let B() be a prime L*-e lcmentary submodcl  of B). By the 
inductive hypothesis and Corol lary 2.1.10. C(B,)=i,  for i< Jn - l .  Thus b~E 
B~.~-B,. Also b,,, EB,,, .~. Thus by Definit ion 2.0.1(iv) used m -~ 1 times. 
(B,,, l .r)~(Qx,, ,_ j)(3y,,)H(b,, ,  I -x, ,  l.b,,,-y,,,). 
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Also by the choice of H(~. ~), 
(B, ,  t, r) V (3y,,)H(b,,, b,, - y,,.). 
Thus b,,. i is dependent on /~,, t. This is a contradiction. 
Corollary 4.2.4. Let K ~ ~. If K is good and has a non-principal strongly minimal 
]'ormula without parameters, say F(x), then C(K)= ~. Thus K has exactly to 
countable models, each of which is L*-homogeneous and any countable L*- 
elementary extension of the countable L *-saturated model is L *-saturated. If B is a 
countable model of K, then C(B) = dim~(B), 
Proof. Use Corollary 2.2.3, Lemma 4.2.3 and the fact that some model of K has 
an infinite independent set of elements f~:om the solution set of F(x). 
Lemma 4.2.5. Let K ~ 5~ be good. Suppose that M is a countable L*-saturated 
model of K, ~ ~ M. and F(x, ~) is a strongly minimal formula for K. Then there is 
b~ M such that ~ is a subsequence of/~, C(t~) = C(/~), and either M is prime over/~ 
or F is a non-principal strongly minimal formula without parameters for K(b). 
Proof. We work in L*(a) with K(6), Let B be a prime model of K(6). 
Case 1. There is ~?~ B such that every element of F(B, ~) is dependent on 6. 
Then. since B is a prime model of K(d), C(t~ -(7)= C(ti) by Corollary 2.1.10. Also 
F(x, ~ is non-principal with respect to L* (~-  ?). So F(x, d) i,; a non-principal 
strongly minimal formula for K(b), where b = rJ-  ~2. 
Case 2. For all (?~B there is dEF(B, ~) such that d is independent of 6. Let 
/~ = & We show that ,~1 is prime over/~ by defining an isomorphi,;m f from B onto 
M. Let (e~:i< o9) and (m,: i<o9) enumerate B and F(M, d), respectively. Let 
f(~) = & Suppose we have defined f on 6, where ~ is an n-tuple of B containing & 
so that f ( ? )= d and t(?~ = t(d). If n is even let e be the next element of B -? .  Let 
/ (e )= nt, where m~M and t(e/?)= t(m/d). This is possible since M is L*- 
saturated, if n is odd let m be the next element of F(M, ~) which is independent 
of fit. Let f(e)= m, where e ~ F(B, a) and is independent of ?. This is possible since 
we are in Case 2. By the strong minimality of F, t(e/#) = t(m/fit). 
Clearly f is an L*-elementary embedding of B into M. Also any element of 
F'(M, ii) is dependent on F(f[B], a). Thus by Definition 2.0.1(iv), F(M, fi)= 
F(f[B], ?i) and hence M=f[B].  So f is an isomorphism from B onto M. 
Theorem 4.2.6 (The generalization of Marsh's theorem). Assume 2 °' <2 ~l. Let 
T ~ ft. Some finite inessential expansion of T, say T(b) has exactly 1 or to countable 
models, each of which is L,x-homogeneous. Also any countable LA-saturated 
elementary extension of the countable LA -saturated model of T, M, is LA -saturated. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2. I T is good. By Theorem 4.1.4 T has a strongly minimal 
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f~rmula F(x, 6) such that a~M.  By Lemma 4,2.5 there is /~M such that M is 
prime over 5 or F(x, (~) is a non-principal strongly minimal formula without 
parameters for T(/~). Note that (M, 5) is an LA(/~)-saturated model of T(/~). Thus 
in the first case we are done because T(/~) is oJ-categorical. In the second case we 
are done by Corollary 4.2.4. 
There are many examples of sentences of L,,,,, that are oJ~-categorical, q ~us the 
next theorem shows that there are many theories that are L*-complete for some 
countable fragment L*, are w~-categorical, nd have to countable models. 
Theorem 4.2.'/. Assume 2 '~ < 2",. Let T ~ ft. Suppose M is an LA-saturated model 
of T. Then T(M) is an LA(M)-complete wrcategorical theory with exactly oJ 
countable models. 
Proof. T(M) is wj-categorical by Lemma 4.1.3. Actually the argument used in 
the proof of Lemma 4.1.3 combined with Corollary 3.1.16 instead of Theorem 
3.1.15 shows that if B is a model of T(M) and /~B,  then T(MU/~) is co~- 
categorical. Thus by Theorems 1.0.5 and 1.2.6 T(M) satisfies Definition 2.0.1 (iiij. 
T(M) satisfies Definition 2.0.i (i;, (ii), and (iv) because T does. Thus T(M) ~ ~.tL By 
Theorem 3.2.1 T(M) is good. 
By Theorem 4.1.4 T has a strongly mini~aal formula F(x.a). Since M is 
LA-saturated we may assume that a~M.  Thus F(x,(~) is a strongly minimal 
formula without parameters for T(M). Since M ~ T(M) and every element of M 
realizes a small formula in LA(M), F(x, (l) is n~n-principal with respect o T(M). 
By Corollary 2.4 T(M} has exactly o~ countahl. ~ models. 
5. Examples 
5.0. 
In this section we present a series of examples that illustrate both the results of 
this paper and the difficulties encountered in obtaining Ihose results. 
5.1. 
Example 5.1.1. Marcus [12] constructed a sentence F~ L~,~ that is wl-zaLegorical 
and w-categorical, but whose unique model N of power 6ol is not L,o,~- 
homogeneous. From this it can be shown that there exists a countable subset of N, 
say 1, such that for any countable fragment L* containing F, {F}(I) does ,lot have 
a prime model. This example should be compared with Theorem 3.1.15. 
Now suppose 7" is an wt-categorical theory and F is a non-principal strongly 
minimal formula without parameters for 7. For 7" a finitary theory Marsh 
characterized the models of T by their F-dimension. He accomplished this by 
observing that if B is a model of T, then 
(i) B has an elementary submodel that is prime over a basis of F(B): 
(ii) this submodel is B. 
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if T is an infinitary theory and dimr.(li) = to we do not know that (i) holds. In 
this case we characterized the countable models of T by their complexity. 
5.2. 
Example $o2.1. Let L = {o}, where o is a binary function symbol. We shall show 
that there is a sentence F~ Lo .... that characterizes free semigroups. Thus F is 
categorical in every infinite power. As a ma;ter of taste, we like the fact that this 
is a natural mathematical theory; however, we would prefer an example that was 
not to-categorical. 
A semigroup (B, o) is free for the set X c B iff for all a ~ B there is a unique 
n < to and a unique sequence b, . . . . .  b. ~ X such that a = b~ . . . . .  b,. In what 
follows let G(x) be the formula (Vy)(Vz)(x# y o z), Let Fo be the sentence 
v  3x, )( Ao y-- . . . . .  x,, 
Let F~ be the sentence 
(Vx)(Vy)(Vz)((x o y) o z = x o (y o z)). 
Finally, let F be F ,^ F~. Suppose B ~ F. Since /El ~ F~, B is a semigroup. Since 
B ~ F.,ll l is free for G(llt). Thus 11 is a free semigroup. Clearly if 111 is a free 
semigroup i l  ~ F. 
By Proposition 1.0.2 F can be extended to a theory T belonging to ~-. We show 
that G(x) is a strongly minimal formula for T, Clearly (Qx)G(x) is consistent with 
T'. Now suppose that there exist N ~ T, 6 ~ N, and H(x, ~)~ LA such that 
not T' (a) t - - - (Qx)(G(x)AH(x,  F I ) )v~(Qx) (G(x)A~H(x ,  6)). (11 
Then since T'(~) is L,x(fi)(Q)-complete, 
"I"(a) ~- (Ox) tG(x)^ H(x, a ) )AtOx)tG(x)A ~Htx ,  a)). 
Let C be an uncountable model of T(a) and let B be an LA-elementary submodel 
of C. Then there are b, c ~ C such that 
C ~ G(b)A H(b, 6 )^ G(c )A~H(x ,  ~). (2) 
Since C is free for G(C), there exists an automorphism jr of C which is the 
identity on G(II) and sends b to c. Since B is free on G(B), .f fixes ~. This 
contradicts (2) and hence (1). So G(x) is indeed a strongly minimal formula for T. 
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Now let B be a countable model of T. Consider T(B). T (B)eN and is good. 
G(xl is a non-principal strongly minimal formula for T(B) without parameters. 
Thus by Corollary 4.2.4 T(B) has to countable models, each of which is LA(B)- 
homogeneous. Of course this is obvious anyway. 
One can find many other examples of free objects that can be characterized by 
sentences in L,,,,,,. However, free groups cannot be characterized in this manner. 
Since sentences that characterize free objects arc ~o-catcgorical, their countable 
models arc not very interesting unless we work in the setting of Theorem 4.2.7. 
5.3 .  
Example 5.3.1. We now give an example of a theory T that belongs to ~" and has 
to-countable models. Let A be a countable admissible set. Let a --- {/3 c: A : f3 is an 
ordinal}. Let L=a,  where each /3<a is a constant symbol. Set T={/3# 3,:/3< 
3/<c~}. Clearly L is J on A, T is v on A, T is to~-categorical, and T has to 
countable models. 
The next proposition will show that T is LA-complete. Thus T~ ft. The proof is 
straight forward, but tedious, so we shall omit it, 
Proposition 5.3.2. T admits the elimination of quantifiers in LA. i.e.. for all 
F(~)~LA there exists G(9)~La  such that G(9) is quantifier free and TF-(Vf~) 
The formula x = x is a'strongly minimal formula for T witYout parameters. To 
see this, let B ~ "L b ~ B, and Icl G(x. ~) belong to LA. By Proposition 5.3.2. we 
may assume that G is quantifier free and in nnf. By the preceding claim 
T( f~)k~(3x) (O(x ,h )^A xeb,  A A x93,) 
b,~F, W<~(G I ' 
Thus since the above conjunctions are countable, 
T'( b ) k --( Ox )(x = x ^  G(x, /~) v --(Ox)(x = x ,x ~ G(x, /~.  
Clearly (Ox)x = x is consistent with T'. 
The prime model of T satisfies the formula (Vx)V~. ,  x = % (Of course this 
formula does not belong to L/~.) Thus the unique L,~-type realized by an 
independent element of the solutioh set of x = x is omitted by the prime model of 
T. Therefore x =x is non-principal. For any n < to, the n-type generated by 
{x ,~x j : i< j<n}U{x~y: i<n and y<o} has complexity n. 
5.4. 
Example 5.4.1. We shall construct a theory T in finitary logic such that T' admits 
the elimination of O but T is not to~-categorical. This example should be 
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compared with Lemma 7.1.5. Let L ={p~: se2~}U{~fi: <w} be a language such 
that each P~ is a unary predicate symbol and each f~ is a unary function symbol. 
Let B be the L-structure such that: 
(i) B = 2°'; 
(ii) B I= P,(g) itl g [ l(s) = s, for all s e 2 ~' ;
(iii) /it= f,(g) = h iff h(j) = g(j) if j:/: i and h( j )=  ! -g ( j )  if j = 1, for all i<co. 
Finally let T be the complete theory of B. 
Lemma $.4.2. T admits the elimination of qvantifiers. 
ProoL Wc lirst make some simple observat ions about T. For all terms t and for 
all s e 2 '~' there exists s'e 2 ~ such that 
T k (Vx)(P~(t(x)) ~ Pc(xD. (1) 
Also 
T k (Vx)(Vy)(t(x) = t'(y) ~ x = t(t'(y))): (2) 
T k (3x)t(x) = t'(x) ~ (Vx)t(x) = t'(x). (3) 
where t and t' are terms. Since we are working in finitary logic every Boolean 
combinat ion of atomic formulas is equivalent o a formula in the form 
V A F,., 
ic_! j~d 
where 1 and J are finite and F,~ is an atomic formula or the negation of an atomic 
formula. L.'t ±F  denote an unspecif ied e lement of 1/~; ~F}. Thus, using (t)  and (2) 
it suffices to show that~or  every formula F(x, Y) e L~ of the form 
A x = t,(y,)^ Ax¢  t,(y~)^ A ±x = t,(x)^ A ±P,,(x)AG(9) 
where the t, are terms, the y, ~ Y. the s~ c 2 ~'. and G(9)  is quantif ier free. there 
exists a quantif ier free H(9)e  L ..... such that 
TF  (Vg)((3x)F(x. 9) ,. ~., H( 9)). 
(~se 1. I. is not empty. Say i e 1,,. Then let H(y)  be the result of replacing 
every occurrence of x in F(x. Y) by l,(y~). 
Case 2. !,, is empty and 
~(3x)( A ±x = t,(xl^ A ±p~,(x)). TF 
t~ Iz iEI3 
Set H(9)=yey  for some ye  9. 
Case 3. I, is empty and 
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Set H(37) = A G(~). This works since, using (3), it is easy to check that if the solu- 
tion set of 
A ±x = t~(x)^ A ~:P,,(x) 
is non-empty, then it is infinite. 
Lemma 5.4.3. For every s ~ 2 ~', T'F (Ox)P~(x). 
Proof. We argue by induction on I (s )The base step is trivial since T k (Vx)!~(xj. 
Suppose we have shown that T 'k  (Ox)P~(x). Then since P~-,~> and P,x~) partition !~ 
and j~  I P~-(o> is a one-to-one function onto P,-<I), T' I- (Ox)Pc<~(x) for i < 2. 
Lemma 5.4.4. For every finite Boolean combination of formulas from P= 
{P~(x): s~2~}U{x~x},  say F(x), there is a ]ormula G(x) of the form V H(xh 
where H(x) is a finite subset of P. such that 
T k (Vx)(G(x) ~ H(x)), 
Proof. Easy, 
Lemma 5.4.5. Let P be as in ttle previous lemma. For all formulas F(x, ~t~-L ..... 
the~e is H(~)~ Lo,,,~, a finite Boolean combination from P, G(x), and n < to such that 
T F (Vy)(::l""x) ~ (F(x, ~) ~ G(x)^ H(~)). 
Proof. By Lemma 5.4.2 we may assume that F(x, ~) is quantifier free. We argue by 
induction on the complexity of F(x, ~). Only the base step is non-trivial, Wc 
consklcr several examples of cases from the base step and leave the olhcr c~,|ses to 
the reader. Suppose F(x, 37)= P~(t(x)) for somc term t. Then using (1) of Lemma 
5.4.2 we set G(x)= P~,(x) for some s'~2 "J. If F(x, ~) is x = t(y) we let G(x~ be 
x# x. If F(x, 37)= P~(y) we set H(y )= P~(y). if F(x, y) is t(x)= x, then using (3) of 
Lemma 5.4.2 we set G(x)= P~x or G(x)=x#x depending on whether F(x, ~) is 
consistent. 
Theorem 5.4.6. T' admits the elimination of O. 
Proof. We argue by linduction on the complexity of formulas l(~)cL,o~(O). The 
only non-trivial step is O-quantification. Suppose l(~)=(Ox)F(x, ~). By the 
inductive hypothesis we may assume that F(x, ~)~ L,,~. Choose n, G(x) and H(~t 
as in Lemma 5.4.5. By Lemma 5.4.4 wc assume G(x) has the form V Jix). where 
J(x} is a subset of P. 
Case 1. For some s~w ~, P,(x)cJ(x). "lhcn by Lemma 5.4.3 
T'k (V~)(Ox)F(x, ~) ~ I-t(~)L 
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C~lse 2. J (x )={x~x}.  Then 
T'I-('q~)((Ox)F(x. ~),~ y~ y) 
for any y~.  
Proposition 5,4,7, T has 2", models of power (o~. 
ProoL B realizes 2 '° L,,~-types. Thus by Theorem 3.1.2 we are done. 
We remark that T is superstable. 
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6. Some conjectures 
6.0. Introduction 
In this section we discuss some methods for improving our results. Our 
approach will be to state some conjectures about T~ 3, which are true if T is a 
finitary theory. Then the conjecture will be used as a hypothesis to obtain an 
improved description of the countable models of T. By stating these hypotheses as 
conjectures we are not making any claims about their validity. Rather we are 
identifying some results from finitary logic that we have not been able to 
generalize to the infinitary case. 
6.1. The Baldwin-Lachlan theorem 
Conjecture 6.1.1. Let "1"~ ft. Suppose that T is good atzd F is a non-principal 
strongly minimal formula without parameters for T. Then there cxists a function 
f~  to" such mat if pc  S(T) and has at most n free t~ariabTes, ther C(p)<f(n).  
This conjecture is a reformulation of [17, Corollary 39.9]. which is the key 
contribution of Baldwin and Lachlan to the finitary case. The proof for the finitary 
case relies heavily on the Compactness theorem. A theory which is known to be 
inconsistent is defined. Some finite subset of this theory must be inconsistent. Then 
fil) is chosen to be larger than the cardinality of this finite subset. 
Theorem 6.1,2. Let T~?J-. Suppose 11 is a model of T and d~B.  Assume 
Conjecture 6.1,1. If F is a non-principal strongly nlinimal formula without parame- 
ters [or T(Ct). then C(T) = to, 
Proof. Suppose C(T)=m,  where re<to. By Corollary 4.2.4 C(T(d))=co. We 
shall use the fact that the models of T(d) are well behaved to get a contradiction. 
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For the rest of the proof, if M' is an L(,~) structure, let M = M'[ L. Let B' be a 
model of T(~) of complexity m. Clearly C(B) = m. B' is not La(t~)-saturated since 
C(B')< C(T(fi)). Thus B is not LA-saturated. Pick f as in Conjecture 6.1.1 for 
T(c~). Let D '  be an L~(a)-saturated La-elementary extension of B'. Let /~c 
F(D), ~) be independent over t~ and let I(b)>f(l(a)+ m). By Lemma 2.1.13 B 
realizes t(~-/~) since C(B)= C(T). Say t(t~'-/~') = t(t~-/~), where ~'./5'e B. Ex- 
tend b' to a basis of F(B, a') over d', say ?'. If ?' were infinite, then C((B, ~')) 
would be to by Lemma 4.2.3. Thus (B, ~') would bc L,~(d)-saturatcd by Theorem 
2.2.2; hence B would be L,~-saturated which is false. So f(l(d)+ m)'~/(?')<to. 
Let E' be a model of T(t~) of complexity l(F). Then by Theorem 2.2.2 and 
Lemma 4.2.3 there is an isomorphism g from (B, t~') onto E', which sends d' to ft. 
Let d be a basis of F(B, ~). Then l(d) = m and B is prime over r2 - d. Of course B' 
is also prime over a-,~. Thus E '  is prime over g[f i -d] .  But since l (d -d )= 
l(~) + m, 
C(E') = C(g[t~ - d]/a) < f(l(fi) + m), 
which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 6.1.3. Let T~- .  Suppose B is a model of T and ~B.  If T(~) is 
to-categorical, then C(T)=C(t~) and every countable model of T is L,x- 
homogeneous. Thus ever/countable model of T is characterized by ils complexity. 
ProoL Since T(~) is w-categorical, T has a unique countable model B which 
realizes t(a). Also (B. a) is a prime model of T(dl. which realizes all L,~-types of 
7: Thus C(T)= C(~) by Lemma 2.1.9. B is LA-saturatcd since 7 has a countable 
LA-saturated model which must realize t(t~). Hence B is L,x-homogcneous. By 
Theorem 2.2.2 any model of 7 that omits t(~) is LA-homogeneous. 
Theorem 6.1.4. Assume 2~<2 ~, and Conjecture 6. l . l .  Let Tc f f .  Then every 
countable model of T is Lg-homogeneous and tl;us characterized by its complexity. 
Either C(T)= to or whenever F(x, g~) is a stro:~gly nlinimal flmmda for T wilt; 
parameters 6 from some model of 7\ C(T) = C('~). 
ProoL Let M be a countable LA-saturated model of T. By Theorem 4.1.1 T has 
a strongly minimal formula F(x, ti), where ~ ~M. By Lemma 4.2.5 fi can be 
extended to 6 so that C(/~) = C(ci) and either M is prime over /~ or F(x. ~) is a 
non-principal strongly minimal formula without parameters for "l(b). In tile tirst 
case T(/~) is w-categorical. Thus the theorem holds by Lemma 6.1.3. !11 particular 
C(T)= C(/~)= C(fi). In the second case by Theorem 6.1.2 C(T)=to. Thus by 
Corollary 2.2.3 every countable model of 7' is LA-homogeneous. 
Conjecture 6.1.5. Assume 2 ~ <2 °',. Let T ~ J. If B is a prime model of "l, then 
T(B) has only countably many LA(B)-types. 
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If T~ ,9- is a finitary theory, then the conclusion of Conjecture 0.1.5 holds for 
any countable subset B of a model of T. We already know that the cohziusion of 
Conjecture 6.1.5 holds if T~ ff and B is Ln-saturated. 
Lemma 6.1.6. Assume 2 " < 2", and Conjecture 6.1.5. Let Te  .9-. i f  B is a prime 
model of T, then T has a strongly minimal formula F(x, ~) such that ~ ~ B. 
Proof, The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 4.1.4 with B replacing the 
/+a-saturated model in the argument. This is possible by Conjecture 6.1.5. 
Theorem 6.1.7 (The generalization of the Baldwin-Lachlan theorem). Assume 
2"<2'% Conjectures 6.1,1 and 6.1.5. Let T~.9-. Then T has either 1 or to 
countable models each of which is La-homogeneous. 
ProoL Let B be a prime model of T. By Lemma 6.1.6 T has a strongly minimal 
formula F(x, (l), where ~ e B. Thus C(a) = 0. By Theorem 6.1,4 C(T) = 0 or oJ. By 
Corollary 2.2,3 we are done. 
2. Other conjectures 
We shall briefly consider two alternative conjectures. We can replace Conjec- 
ture 6.1.1 in Theorem 6.1.7 by Conjecture 6.2.1 and we can replace Conjecture 
0,1.5 in Theorem 6,1.7 by Conjecture 6.2.2. 
Conjecture 6.2.1. Let T~ .~. Suppose that B is a model of T and d, be  B. Then 
c ta -  hi = C'td/E~ ~- Ct/~I. 
An argumcn! similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1.9 shows that C(6-b)<<- 
cta/E) + C(E). 
Conjecture 6.2.2. Let T ~ d. Suppose M is an L a-saturated model of T and a ~ M. 
If AI is prime ot'er & then M is a prime model of T. 
If "i is a linitary theory then the conjecture holds by an argument similar to the 
proof of Vaught's theorem concerning the number of countable models of a 
countable theory. See [3, Theorem 2.3.15]. 
7. Characterizing oh-categorical theories 
7 AL Introduction 
A major open question is whether the notion of a countable theory T in L~,~ 
being oJrcategorical is absolute with respect to ZFC. In the first part of this 
section we shall briefly consider some results concerning this question. If T is a 
finitary theory, Marsh [13] showed that T is ~ot-categorical iff T is totally 
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transcendental nd has a strongly minimal formula without the Vaught property. 
(See Definition 7.1.1.) Since these properties are absolute the notion of T being 
torcategorical is absolute if T is a finitary theory. Shelah [18] has extended 
Marsh's arguments to countable Tc  L, ....... but in doing so he had to weaken the 
results. He replaced 'totally transcendental' by the weaker notion of model 
stability and showed that if T is w-categorical, model stable, and has a strongly 
minimal formula without the Vaught property, then T is to~-categorical. However. 
in order to prove that if T is to~-categorical, then T is to-categorical nd model 
stable, he haci to assume that T was to-categorical nd that 2"<2 °',. We have 
already given a proof of the latter result in Section 3. We shall prove the former 
in this section. It is easy to extract the proof of Marsh's result from this proof. 
Later Lachlan [9] improved Marsh's result for finitary theories T by showing 
that if T has a strongly minimal formula without the Vaught property, then T is 
totally transcendental. This leads to a nice syntactical characterization of finitary 
~o,-categorical theories (see Theorem 7.2.3). In the second section wc shall try to 
extend Lachlan's proof to show that if T is a theory in L ....... which has a strongly 
minimal formula without the Vaught property, then T is model stable. In order to 
succeed we shall have to assume that T has the strong amalgamation property. 
(See Definition 7.2.1.) This property is weaker tha~ model stability. 
7.1. Absolute~less 
Definition 7.1.1. l.et 7 bc a theory in a lixed countable fragmcnt L*. Suppose B 
is a model of T and ~ ~ B. A formula F~x)¢ F~(L*(~)) has the Vaught property iff 
there exist C, for i<4  such that C~, and C~ are models of T(a). C,,<~t.C,. 
C2<,*C3. F(C,) = ~(C~). and F(C2) ~ F(C3). 
Proposition 7.1.2. Let T be an to-categorical theory i~t u countable fragment L *. 
Suppose B1 is a countable nlodel o]' 7~ B~, is a~l L *-elementary submodel o]" B~, and 
hE B,,. Let F(x, b) be a ]'ornzula il~ L*(b). t.et G(y) isolate t(b). If there exists 
c e: F(BI. [~)- B~, then (V~,)(G(~) --~ (Ox)F(x. ~)) is consistent with T'. 1t: there does 
tzot exist ~'~ F(B~. b ) -  B., then ~(V~)(G(fi) ~ (Ox)F(x. ~)) is consistent with T'. 
ProoL "[he proof is analogous to the proofs of Lemmas 1.1.1 and 1.1.2. Here. 
since T is to-c:ategorical, it is not necessary to refer to -v,x-saluratcd models. 
Corollary 7.1.3. Let 7 be u theory in a countable fragme,zt L* which is ,,~- 
categorical and to~-categorical. Let B be a model o.f 7" and ii E B. The~l no formula 
of L*(6) has the Vaught property. 
Corollary 7.1.4. Let T be an to-categorical theory i~ a countable fragment L*. 
Suppose that B is a countable model of T, fi E B~ and F(x. ~) is a strongly minimal 
formula for T. If C and D are L *-elementary extensic.ns of B, b ~ F(C, ~) -B  and 
c ~ F(D, f i ) -  B, then t(b/B) = t(c/B). 
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Proof. Let G(x)~ Ft(L*(d)), where d~B.  Suppose: C~ G(O). Then by Proposi- 
tion 7.1.2 (Gx)(F(x)^G(x)) is consistent with T ' ( f i -d) .  Thus by the strong 
minimality of F, (Ox)(F(x)^-~G(x)) is not consistent with T ' (a -d ) .  Thus not 
D k F(C)A "~G(c). Hence D ~ G(c). 
Lemma 7.1.5 (Shelah [19]). Let T be an o~-categorical theory in a countable 
fragment L *. If T is model stable and has a strongly ntinimat formula that does not 
have the Vaug, ht property, then T is w~-eategorical. 
Corollary 7.1.6. Assut~e 2" < 2 '°,. If T is to-categorical, thetz T is o~-categorical iff
T is model stable and has a strongly minimal formula without he Vaught property. 
Thus for w-categorical T, the notion of being ooj-categorical is absolute with respect 
to ZFC + 2 ~ < 2"'. 
7.2. The characterization 
Definition 7.2.1. Let L* be a lixed countable fragment. We shall say that the 
diagram 
where h is an l,*-clcmentary embedding of ~11 into B can be strongly amalga- 
mated lit whenever fi 6 N and /~6 B are such that t(fi/M) = t(b/h[M]), there exists 
an L*-elementary extension of B, say f ,  such that h can be extended to an 
L*-elemcntary embedding of ,,X into C, which maps fi to /~. Let T be an 
/,*-complete theory. T has the strong amalgamation property iff all diagrams of 
the above form can be strongly amalgamated whenever N and B are countable 
models. 
The following is an equivalent formulation of the strong amalgamation prop- 
erty. Whenever I,'til = T, M <~ .11, IBI = oJ, /~  B and p is an L*-type over M U 6, 
then p can be extended to an L*-type over B. 
I1 is simple to show that any finitary complete theory has the strong amalgamation 
property. Also if 1 is model stable, then T has the strong amalgamation property. 
Lemma 7.2.2 (The generalization of Lachlan's lemma). Let L* be a countable 
J ragmem and let T be an L*-complete theory. Suppose B is a model of T, ~ ~ B, and 
F(x, 6) is a strongly minimal formula for T without he Vaught property. If T has 
the strang amalgamation property, then T(d) is model stable. 
Proof. Suppose C is a model of T(d) and D is a subset of C. Let S,(D) be the set 
of L*(D)-types of T(D) with just n free variables. Assume the lemma does not 
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hold. Then we can choose a countable model of T(a), say M, such that for some 
n < oJ S.(M) is uncountable. 
An application of the strong amalgamation property shows that if M<L.M' ,  
/~E M' -  M, and p E S~(M U {/~}). then p can be expanded to a type in S~(M'). Thus 
we may assume that n = 1, By the previous remark and the fact that S(MI is 
uncountable. T(~) has an uncountable model, say N. Let (M,; i~-~o) be a 
continuous L*-elementary chain of countahle L*-elementary submodels of N 
such that: 
(i) M<L* Mo; 
(ii) if G(x)E FI(L*(M~)), then N ~ (Ox)G(x) iff there exists b E M,+ i - M, such 
that N ~ -~G(b). 
If G(xI~FI(L*(B)),  where B is a model of T, we shall write B~(Clx)G(x) to 
mean that G(x) is in uncountably many types beionging to S~(B). Our goal is to 
construct a type peS~(M~) such that: 
(iii) for all G(x)Ep, M~ k(O.x)G(x); 
(iv) if p(c) is the result of replacing the free variable x by a new constant 
symbol c in each formula of p, then p(c) locally omits the set q= 
{F(y,a)}t.J{yeb: bEMo,}. 
Suppose we succeed in accomplishing this. Thcn by the Omitting Types 
theorem, there will be a model M' that realizes p and omits q. Sincc M' realizes 
p.M~,<L.M'. By (iii) x=b~p for any be=M, ,. Thus M~M' ,  Since .~!' omits 
q. F(Mo,, 6) = F(M', d). This contradicts the hypothesis that F(x, ~) does not have 
the Vaught property, 
Let (V H,(x): i<  (o) enumerate the wdid disjunctions of F~(L*(M,,,)) and let 
(l,(x, y): i<~o) enumerate F2(L*(M.~)) so that if hEM,. and b occurs in 14, or I. 
then b E M,. We shall construct a sequence ((d,(x). b,): i<  o0) by induction on i<  to 
such that: 
(v) 2, E L*(Mi). bi E Mi.l; 
(vi) ,~L ~ ((lx)J~(x); 
(viii M~,~ ~(Vx)(./~ ~(x)--~ J,(x)); 
(viii) M,, ~ ~(Vx)(J, ,dx)--* G(x)) for some Ge H,; 
(ix) ,~1,, I V- ~(OX)(:]y)(J,(x)A I,(x, y)m F(y, ~)) 
--. (Vx)(J~..~(x) --. ~(=ly)(l,(x. y)/~ F(y, fi))); 
(x) if M~ ~ (Ox)('~y)(Ji(x)A l,(x. y)A F(y. d)). then 
,~i,., F (Vx)(J,~ ~(x)~ l,(x, b,). 
Suppose we have completed this construction. Let p be the L*(M,,,t-typc 
generatcd by {J,(x): i< o~}. Using Lcmrna 3.1.7, (vi)-(viii) show that pc-S(Mo, L 
By (vii and (viiiI p satislics (iii). Finally we shall check that plc) locally omits q. 
Suppose (~y)l~(c, y) is consistent with p(c), for some i<o~. If 
(3y/(l~(c, y)A ~F(y, ci)) is consistent with p(ct, then we are done. So a:sume that 
(By)(l~(c, y)AF(y, (O)~p(c). By (ix) 
,~l i ,  l ~ (OX}(3Y)(Ji(x) A I,(x, y)A F(y, ~)). 
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Thus by (x), l~(c, b~)~p(c). Thus (3y)(l~(c, y )^y  = b~) is consistent with p(c). So 
we are done after we accomplish the construction of (Ji(x), bi: i< to). 
Let Ja be x = x. Now suppose that we have formed J~. t and b, for i < n < to. We 
first pick b,, and strengthen J,, to a formula J which would satisfy (v)-(vii), (ix). 
and (x) if it were J,,N. Let H(x, y) denote the formula J,,(X)AI~(x, y)AF0 ,4) .  If 
M,, ~ ~-(Qx)(::ly)H(x, y), 
let b,, be ally element of M,, and let J be J,,(x)^ -(3y)(l~(x. y),~ F(y, ~)). Suppose 
M. ~ ((~x)(3y)H(x. y). (1) 
Let (V/£,~t(x, y~: i<to)  enumerate the valid disjunctions of F2(L*(M.)). For 
each se2  '~ we form H~ e F'.(L*(M.)) by induction on the length of s such that: 
(xi) ~1,, ~ (Vx)(Vy)(H~(x. y) --, G(x, y)) for some G e K~.~: 
(xii) H~.~,~ is inconsistent with Hc~: 
(xiii) M. ~(Vx)(Vy)(H~..~(x, y)--* H~(x, y)); 
(xiv) M,, ~ (Ox)(3y)H~(x, y). 
~et H~, be /4. Suppose we have H~. By a standard argument we see that if for all 
G(x)E FI(L*(M,,)), 
M,, ~ ~(Ox)(3y)(H~(x. y)r, G(x)tv-~(Ox)(3y)(H~(x, y)A "~ G(X)), (2) 
then 
,'~t,, ~ -~((lx)(3y)H,(x, y). 
Thus (2) does not hold and it is possible to choose H'~.~, for i<2  such that 
(xii)-(xiv) hold. It is a simple matter to strengthen H~-,~ to /t~-~>, for i<  2 so that 
(xi) w~II also hold. We now consider two cases. 
Case 1. N ~ ((ly)(::tx)H~(x, y) for all s E 2 ~. 
Since F(x, fi) does not have the Vaught property, there is be  
F(M,,.~.a~-F(.*I,, ,~). By OiL the fact that H,¢x.y)implie.~ F(y,~). and the 
strong minimality of F(x, fi), 
N ~ (:lx)H,(x. b) for all se2"-'. 
Thus by Lemma 3.1.7. for all re2  '°, p r={H, (x .b ) : s=f l t :  for some n<co} 
belongs to St(~l,~t..J{b}). By the strong amalgamation property each Pr c~n be 
expanded to an L*(M,,. ~)-type. So let b,, = b. By the deliniti~n of H, 
M,,, t ~ ((lx)(J,,(x)r, l,,(x, b,,)). 
Let J bc J,,(x)Al,~(x,b,,). 
Case 2. N ~ ~(Oy)(3x)H~(x, y) for some se2  w. 
Then by (ii) 
(3x ~H, (x, N) = (3x)H~ (x, M,,). 
Using (1) and the fact that M, is countable, there is heM,,  ~uch that 
~!,, ~ ((lx)HAx. b). 
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l.ct b,, be b. Let J be J,,(x)^l,,(x, b,). 
It is now easy to strengthen J to J,,+~ so that (viii) will hold and the other 
conditions continue to hold. 
Theorem 7.2.3. Let 7" be a theory in a countable fragment L* such that: 
(i) L*  = L,,~,, or 
(if) T is to-categorical and has the strong amalgamation property, in this case, 
also assume that 2" < 2'"'. 
T is o.h-categorical iff there are formulas F(x, ~), G(~)e L* such that 
(iii) T+(z:I~)G(2~) is consistent. 
(iv) T'I- (Vy)(G(y) --* (Qx)F(x, y)); 
(v) for all H(x~)eL*, 
T'F (V~)(G(2~)-* iVz) 
(~(Qx)(F(x, ~)/xH(x, z~)) v ~(Qx)(F(x, f)/', -H(x ,  i')))). 
Proof. (iii) 'says" that T has a model B such that for some /~e B, B t: G(/~). (iv) 
"says" that F(x, b) does not have the Vaught property. Finally tiv) and (v) 'say" that 
F(x,/~) is a strongly minimal formuh for T. Also if "/ has a strongly minimal 
formula without the Vaught proper b whose parameters havc an isolated type, 
then (iii)-(v) hold. 
Suppose T is ~o:-categorical. Then by Theorem 4.1.4 or its finitary equivalent T
has a strongly minimal formula Fix). In fact we can choose Fix) so that its 
parameters have an isolated type. In the finitary case this follows from I.emma 
6.1.6 and in the infinitary case it follows from the oJ-categoricity of T. Fix) does 
not have the Vaught property by Corollary 1.3.4 in the finitary case and Corollary 
7.1.3 in the infinitary case. Thus by our opening remark, (iii)-(v) are satisfied. 
For the other dilection suppose that (iii)-(v) hold. Then T has a strongly 
minimal formula without the Vaught property. By Lemma 7.2.2 '/ is model 
stable. Thus by Lemma 7.1.5 T is to~-catcgorical. (Notice thai the hypothesis that 
T is ~,J-categorical is not needed in the proof of l.cmma 7.1.5 if T is a finitary 
theory.) 
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